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lT:s Tjlme Lo ThjnkFoodl.
BY      JANE      LA      ROCQUE,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

It's
a concept that has been
simmering away, just
waiting for that ideal

moment. And finally it's here!  Maple

Leaf's Food Centre project team  is

proud to announce the official name
for our centre, opening  in early 2009.

Introducing the  Maple  Leaf
ThinkFoodl.TM  Centrel.

Located in  Mississauga, Ontario, our

state-of-the art facility represents the
new vision and spirited commitment to
innovation that underpins Maple Leaf
Foods' growth strategy. The Centre will
be home to Maple Leaf Foods' culinary
experts and innovators from across the
Company, allowing them to work
together on growth platforms and as a
collaborative team that is passionate
about food.

ThinkFood  is not merely a slogan;  it's a

way of living and  learning at Maple
Leaf. Just take a look at the chart (right)
and you'll discover how the concept of
''thinking food"  has risen to new levels

within our organization.

The team working on the branding and
naming of the Food Centre has aptly
called  it a  revolution -our innovation
strategies are about revolutionizing

Maple Leaf Foods.  But it is less to do

with the physical location of the Food
Centre and more to do with the
significant changes that we are going
through as a Company, whose vision  is
to be a value-added meats,  meals and
bakery company.

As such, the need for honed
skills, tight insights,  collaboration and

an extreme passion for food is more
necessary than ever! We must
ThinkFood!  lt is a call to action for all  of

us -far beyond those working at the
Food Centre.
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FThiw\kFooD.I"
Inspire. Ij€arn. Create.

•     Consumerlnsights

•     Demographics

•     Ethnographics

•      Nutrition

•     Convenience

•     Outof Home

•     Step-Change Business Models

•      GlobalAdoption

•     Trends

•    Taste

•      Ingredients

•      Cookingskills

•     Consumption  patterns

•     Servingsize

•      Ethniclnfluence

•     Meals, Snacks,  Grazes



The  road  to  oertifioation
BY      ANDREA      MCCARTHY,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

Under  the  Maple  Leaf Green  Belt Certification

program,  certification  is awarded based on  the
nunber of points  allocated.  Level  1  Certification
requires  150  points  plus  attendance  at a  Six Sigma
training course.  Many  individuals wonder,  how long
does  it take  to accumulate  that many points and  how
can  I get involved? In order  to answer  these

questions,  let us  look at how some  people have
achieved  their  Green  Belt Certification.

Cynthia  Ritchie -new role as Six
Sigma at The  Edge Site  Leader
(previous  role  as  Environmental
and  Quality Control  Co-ordinator)
Rothsay,  Winnipeg

GB  Certified  Level  1

No. of projects led  in certification -
1  (project lasted about one year)

Use of Six Sigma tools: Got a lot of
coaching from a  Black Belt. We worked
together to identify issues and tools to
assist in finding  a solution.  I applied

tools to day-to-day work.

Role of Manager: Manager was so
supportive right from the beginning
and was very involved  in Six Sigma. She

took the time to teach us about it. She
always made it part of our goals and
development plans for the year.

Most important factor to get to
certification:  Being  interested in
learning and  being  proactive. Get
coaching. Don't be afraid to ask

questions.

Advice: You have to want to learn
about it. Talk to Black Belts and find

out how you can apply it in your day-to-
day work. You should  move into using
tools quickly after you get introduced
to Six Sigma.

Glen  Sivec -Director,
Financial  Planning and  Analysis
CBCL Fresh,  Etobicoke

GB Certified  Level 3 (62%  of points

were allocated from participation in

projects -leading, championing or
acting as a Subject Matter Expert)

No. of projects led  in certification -2

(on average lasted six months)

Use of Six Sigma tools: Need to choose
the right tool for the right job.

Most important factor to get to
certification: You have to want to learn
about the tools.  Have to know your

problem to be able to understand how
to apply a tool.

Advice: Start off small. Talk to

colleagues who have been in projects
already. Look at what they did, why
they did it and how they did it.
Understand what their hurdles were
and their key learnings. Look at what

you do in your everyday work and see if
you can at least learn about a process
map since it is a tool that can apply to
everyone. Talk to a Black Belt about
learning how tools can apply to your
everyday work.  Using simple tools and
being a team member on a project is a

good way to start. Once you get
involved in a project, the unknown
becomes clear and then you can move
on to leading your own projects or
using complex tools. Then you can
move on to coaching and leading
others.  (Note that Level  3 Certified
Green Belts can apply to attend the
Green  Belt Coach  program and,
following completion of the training,
they can coach other employees).

Certification  is within  reach!  For

questions pertaining to your progress
towards GB Certification, please do not
hesitate to contact a Six Sigma Black
Belt.



Frozen  Bakery All  Natural

Crusty  Bread  and  Rolls
A   study in customer   and consumer engagement

BY      ANDREA      CRAIG,      MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

Faced with the challenge of a
flat market in 2007 in

its largest category, Crusty bread and
rolls,  Maple  Leaf Frozen  Bakery (MLFB)

needed a unique position with both
retail customers and end consumers. A

position that was priced right to meet
retailers' profit and business

development goals,  MLFB would be
seen  by retailers as a  partner providing
a complete program for a long-term
sales relationship, and engaged
consumers and engendered loyalty.

The ''natural" food trend was on the
rise across the u.S. and  '`natural"  is one

of the most widely-recognized claims by
consumers.  Not only is the Crusty
category MLFB's largest,  but it is the
largest bread and roll category in the
ln-Store-Bakery (lsB). The data showed

that we were in a winning position!
Naturally,  MLFB decided to create a line

of All  Natural  Bread  and  Rolls.

Developed  initially for the Kroger,  Food
Lion and  Publix grocery chains,

followed  by a  U.S.-wide launch

scheduled for March 2008, the program
includes All  Natural  stickers, signs,  shelf

st-rip and danglers.  MLFB  is the first

national  retailer to offer an All  Natural

Crusty program to U.S.  in-store

bakeries.

All  N'atural  Crusty Bread  and  Rolls

contain  no artificial  preservatives or
ingredients and have 0 grams of trans
fat per serving, while maintaining the
same taste and shelf life as regular
crusty bread.  Now, that's delicious

external focus!

Introd ng  new  Maple  Leaf  Ham  Chunks

and  Chicken  Breast  Snack  Kits
BY      DAVID      GRACHNIK,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

In
April  2007,142g  Maple  Leaf®

Chicken  Breast and White
Turkey Chunks were launched

in the canned meats category and
experienced great success in the
marketplace.  Maple Leaf® Chunks,
which are Health Check® approved,
were developed to bring much-needed
innovation to the category and create a
more premium segment that capitalizes
on the converging consumer trends of
health, convenience and taste.

Due to the success of Maple Leaf®
Chicken Breast and White Turkey
Chunks, two new SKUs were recently
added to the product lineup in March.
The first is an extension of the current
lineup, a  142g Chunks of Ham -low in

fat and perfect for every meal occasion

-especially breakfast. The second,

which  is new to market,  is a  129g

Chicken  Breast Snack Kit -a healthy
and tasty alternative to tuna.

The kit contains a can of Maple Leaf®
Chicken Breast Chunks, wheat crackers,
sweet relish,  mayonnaise,  a mixing  bowl
and serving spoon. Simply pop the lid
off your can of chicken breast chunks,
combine with your desired amount of
condiments in the handy bowl

provided, spread over crackers and in
seconds you  have the ultimate chicken
salad snack at your fingertips.

You can find  Maple Leaf Chunks in the

Canned  Meat aisle of your local grocery
store.  Try them today!

Mapwlea"oods|lssu"9tt



New  oommunioations  program

a  huge win  for managers
BY     JEANETTE      JONES,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

Participants included (left) Jalila Skeik, HR Coordinator, MLCF and Ti.acey Young, Director HR, MLCF.

Employee::Sat::mp::jtect
Renaissance survey results in 2007

highlighted the need for improved
communications,  especially given the

pace and level of change across the
organization. As a  result, a
communications training course was
identified and piloted among managers
last fall and,  based on the very positive
feedback from the  11/2-day course, the

program is being offered to all
employees as a  Leadership Elective

Program.

Manager is the Medium program  is all
about helping managers, supervisors
and people who lead teams become
better,  more sensitive, more focused
and more self-confident
communicators.

Sarah Jacobs,  Maple Leaf Consumer
Foods Marketing Manager, who

participated in the pilot, observed that
you don't have to be a manager to
benefit from this course.  ''lt.s one of the
most valuable courses I've taken," said
Jacobs.  ''So much of what we do every
day,  regardless of where you are,  is

based on communication. You can do
all the analysis you want, all the
research,  have all the facts available,

but if you can't effectively communicate
to someone, you're not going to be
able to move your initiative forv\rard.''

Fellow participant Michael  Foster,

Director of Operations for Fresh  Poultry
Operations, agrees.  ''You get into the
day-to-day routine at work and you
think communications are working.  But
when you see what comes out of this
course, there are many pieces that
make you step back and rethink."

During the first day,  participants
explore the internal communications
environment/issues/concerns that exist
in the organization overall, the benefits
of effective communications, and a gap
analysis of what organizations want
employees to know versus what
employees actually want to know. Four
core principles of effective
communications are introduced and

group scenarios are used to develop
communications plans, supplemented
by several  interactive sessions.

''1 experienced an  immediate benefit,"

said Andy Thorne,  ls Manager of the
integration competency centre.  `'My

personal communication to my team is
far more positive and far better
received.  It's a  huge win."

The first day also includes discussion of

tone, tools and tactics to help

participants understand strategic
considerations behind the selection and
application of communications

practices.  Participants are then given an
assignment to obtain feedback on their
communications style from their direct
reports.

Program -conft.nued on page 5

The 11/2-day Manager is the Medium program is being offered in Toronto (May 12 and Sept. 29), Winnipeg

(May 27) and Montreal session delivered in French (June 2). For more information and to register, please

refer to the 2008 Leadership Electives booklet on mymlf.com.
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MLFB  Maison  Cousin

uses  Six  Sigma  in

oven  project
BY      CLAUI)lNE      BANVILLE      AND      NATHALIE

LAGANIERE,      MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

The
Quebec ln-Store Bakery market has evolved
tremendously over the last few years.
Although regular crusty breads like Italian

loaves and  French  baguettes are still the biggest sellers in the
category, recent growth is mainly attributed to artisan-style

products gaining in popularity.

This threat to the Maison Cousin core business turned  into an
opportunity with the possibility of installing equipment that
would allow us to create artisan-style products.  Not only
would we be able to bake products on a hearth, but we could
create new products with an open-cell structure and thicker
crust that would respond to market demands.

A Black Belt project was launched  in August 2007. The Bottom
Bake Booster (888) oven, combined with a stress-free TRA
Divider from Mecatherm, had to be installed before the end
of the year. The team mitigated the risks associated with the
installation of the new equipment by using the Six Sigma
Capital  DMADV process. Two experienced resources were fully
dedicated to this project in order to do it right the first time.
The Critical to Quality was two-fold:  no customer would  be
back-ordered and there would be replication of the existing

Shown are some of the new artisan-style products developed on MaisoTi
Cousin's recently installed Bottom Bake Booster oven.

crusty products. The Laval facility planned a short three-week
shutdown to dismantle most of the existing equipment and
install the new oven and divider. What a challenge!

Although the oven still needs some fine-tuning, the project
would not have been successful if our teams of bakers and
managers had not been fully involved in the project, driven by
their passion for the business.

So far, four new artisan-style products have been developed
using the new technology and soon consumers will be able to
find them on the shelves of Canadian  retailers!

Program - continued from page 4

''1 now think about what I need to

share and what it means to each
individual on  my team,"  Thorne said.  ''1

learned how to better frame messages,
resulting  in  improved  understanding
and clarity among  my team.  I'm finding
I no longer have to change or reword
things to help people understand.  It has
been a  real time saver."

Foster also enjoyed an  ''ah-ha! "
moment.  ''What really struck me, that
today as busy as everyone is, there is a

tendency to default to being directive
rather than seeking more
understanding of the different

perspectives of your direct reports.  I'm
very directive at times and sometimes
wondered why communications didn't

go as well as they should."

The final session  is spent creating a

Communications Covenant -defining
the communications relationships that
must be understood, agreed to and

practiced between managers and direct
reports.   Participants leave the course
with tools to help them develop
effective communications approaches

for the most frequent communications
challenges they will encounter.

"When we worked on the

Communications Covenant,I  realized
that my expectations of direct reports
and what they really want can be
completely different," Thorne said.
''Now I take the time to discuss the

things I expect of my team and what
they expect of me before we get going.
Lots of people are surprised -they say,
'No one has asked me that before!'

Now we can reach clarity. It takes a
couple of minutes to do,  but adds so
much  benefit."

MapwleafFoods|lssue39%



Canada  Bread   Fresh   Bakerv
./

By     DENysE      cHOwHAN,      CANADA     BREAD      cOMPANy      LIMITED

Everest Award  for
Being Performance  Driven

Arlene Cameron, Manager,
Occupational Health and Safety
Fresh West - Delta

Arlene 's accomplishments
have been recognized on a
regular basis by the West
leadership team. She is an
energetic and passionate

leader with a great sense of urgency and
enthusiasm about health and safety.
Arlene has been a key enabler for
changes taking place at the By-Pass

plant, developing Risk Assessments and
Job Safety Analysis and improving the
effectiveness of our Occupational Health
& Safety committee meetings. Arlene's

positive approach to problem-solving is
referred to by many others as the
``golden approach".

Chris Kaye Jr., Operations Manager
Fresh Atlantic - Woodstock and
Grand Falls

Within the Grand Falls and
Woodstock facilities, Chris
has provided the necessary
leadership to direct his
team, led the efforts to

create a new management team within
these facilities, developed the
supervisors, introduced a new standard
of operation, enhanced shop/floor
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communications, built union/manage-
ment trust, improved sanitation in the

plant and addressed employee safety
concerns and issues while, at the same
time, lowering plant costs and
improving product quality and delivery.
Chris has always made it a point to
involve the entire organization in
understanding the business objectives
and the need to work together for
achieving common goals.

Richard Kunow, Director,
Customer Delivery Systems
Fresh National - Etobicoke

What can we say about
Richard Kunow?  He has
Performance Driven written
all over him and is being
recognized this year in the

Everest category.  He drove the Fresh
Distribution strategy roadmap,
integrated CBCL logistics with the
overall MLF logistics network,
established a new fleet purchasing

program, was the first one to develop a
CSM on Project Buffalo and
standardized mapping tools and

processes in Quebec with the rest of the
country. It is sincerely our pleasure to
climb the CBCL mountain known as
Everest with this inspiring and
motivating Performance Driven
colleague.

Just  Do  lt Award  for
Having a  Bias  for Action

Martine Bedard, Supervisor, Route
Accounting and Accounts Receivable
Fresh Quebec - Laval

Martine is a passionate
manager who embodies all
of Maple Leaf's values. She
is a key member of many
cross-functional projects

and she's the go-to person for all
technical system functionality
challenges.  Her expertise, clear view
and frankness in communicating issues
have gained the respect of many
functions including Shipping,
Transport, Marketing and Sales.  She is
the reliable Point Person for all system-
related questions and implementations
in Quebec. We have a huge respect for
Martine and the work she accomplishes
for Multi-Marques. She is passionate
about her work. We have seen her work
through adversity on many occasions. It
is in these situations that we can
recognize passionate and dedicated

people. Martine is a model of
transparency.



Brenda Brown
Business Analyst -Wal-Mart
Fresh National - Etobicoke

Brenda has been recognized
in the ``Just Do lt" category.
This year, she eliminated
hours of work for our A/R

j   team by setting up Regional
templates in the retail link database. She
also designed a template that identifies
cost gaps between our systems and the
Wal-Mart retail link system. She is the
leader of our DSD Retail Link User
Group and is highly regarded and
acknowledged by Wal-Mart as one of the
most knowledgeable vendors for retail
link. Brenda goes above and beyond
every day, adding value to the team, our
business and our relations with Wal-
Mart.

Martin Lavoie, Six Sigma, Black Belt
Fresh Quebec - Laval

Martin led several large

projects last year. These
included acquisitions,
integrations and due
diligence projects where his

bias for action contributed to excellent
execution in areas such as RAPID start-
up and INTENSE communications. He
achieved very tight and often seemingly
unrealistic time frames.  He isn't a

person who waits for a task to be given;
he creates a plan, gets alignment by

pushing the limits and asking if the
actual process is the right one to achieve
the goal. Martin is good at keeping the
team focused, harnessing the team's
energy and maintaining focus on the
main goal. There is something
"remarkable" about Martin's way of

doing things - he looks for value in
everything he does and wants to do it
right the first time.

Lynn Langrock
Manager, Human Resources
Fresh Atlantic - Bed ford

Lynn has strengthened the
Atlantic Human Resources
team and created synergies
by providing ongoing
support to the region. She is

extremely quick to respond to situations.
She is a true leader and has excelled at
building a supportive team, while
maintaining decisive leadership. Lynn
organized the World Food Day,

partnering with Sobeys. She recruited
116 employees to participate outside of
working hours, raising $6,000 and
collecting 1,300 kg of food to be
distributed to 16 food agencies in the
Atlantic provinces. We are pleased to
recognize Lynn for her utmost
dedication and timely contributions to
the Bakery business in such a manner
that continues to leave a very positive
impression with so many people.

Lorraine Murray, Master Files Clerk
CBCL Group Office - Etobicoke

Lorraine is being
recognized in the Just Do It
category. Although she
shows her Bias for Action
on a daily basis, she

exemplified this behaviour in 2007 for
her work on the October "double-decile"

price increase and her back-end work on
system changes required for the
Marketing & Business Development
Redesign projects. She identified a
number of key data integrity issues to
the product hierarchy within BPCS and

quickly assessed the impact and
identified resolutions. Lorraine "gets
things done''. She brings a friendly and
warm attitude to the table when dealing
with people and the issues they face. She
assesses what needs to be done quickly,
engages those she needs to meet the
objectives and then sets the wheels in
motion to ensure smooth executions.

Golden  Rule  Award  for
Doing  What's  Right

Eddy Lima, Sales Coordinator,
Central Fresh Ontario - Etobicoke

Eddy is in a support role
and this statement truly
embodies Eddy as she
supports in all facets of her

.i   job. Eddyis being
recognized in the Golden Rule category
and you can always count on her to do
what's right, step up, pitch in, speak up
or support others -whenever it is
needed. "What would we do without
Eddy" and "I'm sure it's right, Eddy
handled it" speak to the immense
amount of confidence others have in her
work. She constantly improves and
creates better efficiencies. She is a
customer manager, feature coordinator
and occasionally our occupational
therapist, mom and marriage
counsellor. She does the work of a small
army and always does what's right for
the company, her coworkers and all of
our customers. Eddy, you make us all
look good.

Dennis Mcphail
Director, Food Services
Fresh Ontario - Etobicoke

Dennis is being recognized
in the Golden Rule category
for his excellent work in
executing a number of
major turnarounds in Food

Service. Under Dennis's leadership, the
Ontario team has become the face of
nutrition in all major school boards
through his work on the Dempster's
Feeding Kids Potential initiative. He
engaged all stakeholders in the TM
Engagement initiative and, in essence,
facilitated the creation of a ``master sales
team", united by a single purpose. In
2007, we witnessed the breaking down
of walls between Foodservice and Retail,
which has ultimately made the whole
Ontario team stronger. Dennis is the

poster boy for Doing What's Right.
Foodservice had a fabulous year in 2007
and we couldn't have managed without
the leadership of Dennis Mcphail.

Mapwlea"oodsHssue39%



MH
Marion Butler
Cost Analyst/Office Assistant
Fresh Atlantic - St. John's

Marion's unselfish
contributions to day-to-day
operations show that she is

prepared to do what it takes
in a manner that

demonstrates a high level of integrity
and professionalism. Her unwavering
commitment to excellence isn't only
evident in the quality of her work, but
also in her willingness to support, coach
and mentor others. Marion leads by
walking the talk! She is very respectful of
others, providing fact-based solutions
and ideas. Marion continues to
demonstrate that she is a true values
leader at all levels but none more so
than when ``Doing What's Right''.

New  Leaf Award  for
Continuously  Improving

Brian MCReynolds
Regional Sales Manager
Fresh Ontario - Markham

In 2007, Brian brought his

performance to a new level
and raised the bar for all
Regional Sales Managers
throughout Ontario. He is

being recognized in the New Leaf
category for his work that impacted
many Franchisees emotionally as well as
capacity, sops, change management
and our potential revenue stream. He
builds enablers for each Franchisee that
are now utilized nationally. Thank to
Brian's integration of new standards,
tools and ideas, and through his
excellent leadership skills, a broken

process has been mended and shared
across the country.  He challenged the
status quo on a number of occasions
despite facing adversity. He is a
consummate team player who energizes
those around him with his positive
energy, enthusiasm and desire to win.
Awesome work, Brian.

Outward  Bound  Award for
Being  Externally  Focused

Douglas Phelan, Director, Business
Development, Sweet Goods
Fresh Quebec - Laval

In February 2007, Canada
Bread acquired Patisserie
Chevalier. Through Doug's
leadership, we were able to
clarify the products we

wanted to develop. We then launched a
complete Private Label program at
Sobey's and received agreements from
Metro, A&P and Wal-Mart to
manufacture and sell a private label
lineup. By the end of 2008, our sales will
have doubled at the Chevalier plant and
we will have created a complete new
stream of revenue for Canada Bread.
Doug's leadership and external focus
throughout the Chevalier integration
were critical to the success of this new
snack cake business.

Maple   Lea[  Atlri-Farms
1\1,

BY     TERRY      0TCHENASH,      MAPLE      LEAF     AGRI-FARMS

Everest Award for
Being Performance  Driven

Barry Bergen
Building Project Supervisor
Landmark, MB

8

Barry has demonstrated an
intense focus on moving the
Company forward by
consistently pursuing
excellence in capital

Maple   Leaf  Foods  I  Issue   39

projects and general maintenance.
Committed to building a high

performance culture, Barry stretches for
new targets and assumes responsibility
for taking our results to the next level.
Barry accomplished this with the
development and execution of the

preventative procedures. During the
construction of the Pro West Nursery
site, Barry was experiencing challenges

with the trades completing the project
on time and to budget. To ensure the
project completion date was achieved,
he completed the project himself, given
his our trade knowledge.



Golden  Rule  Award  for
Doing What's  Right

Lisa Jaworsky
Financial Analyst
Landmark, MB

Having joined the MIAF
finance team in December
2006, Lisa was tasked to lead
a project in January 2007 -
to review and improve the

market hog reconciliation in the BPCS
GL.  After only a couple of months, Lisa
streamlined the function by taking a
manual process that did not produce the
desired results to an efficient process,
including controls, resulting in
significant savings in resources and data
integrity. Another major contribution
supported by Lisa included the

planning, development and delivery of
the 2008 budget, completing the task
while the business was transitioning to a
new model.

Just  Do  lt Award for
Having A  Bias for Action

Nina Etchells
Sales Coordinator
Landmark, MB

Nina has demonstrated her
Bias for Action by always

getting the job done while
exhibiting a positive and
values consistent attitude.

During her off hours, she responds to
customer calls and returns to her

personal activity a couple of hours later
as if nothing had happened. Her attitude
is always to stay on top of things and get
the work done now. She has taken the
initiative to improve feed ordering
systems, reducing the number of bags
delivered as opposed to bulk, and invites
herself and others to production
meetings to strengthen relationships.

New  Leaf Award  for
Continuously  Improving

Janelle Hacault
BIack Belt
Landmark, MB

Janelle has demonstrated
her commitment to
continuously improving by
leading Six Sigma projects
in 2007 through our

extremely challenging business
transformation to an integrated hog

production model. Janelle embraces our
call to work ``all together now" as the
only path to future opportunity. She is
very results focused and influences the
working group to make fact-based
decisions for the betterment of the
business. On several occasions, project
meetings were extended one or two
hours to ensure deadlines were
achieved. Janelle's commitment to
success was the catalyst to the success of
the projects.

Outward  Bound  Award for
Being  Externally  Focused

Garry Schreiber
Director, Costing 8[ Control
Landmark, MB

Garry has demonstrated an
external focus through his
participation and leadership
in the Feed Mill integration.

i   when it became apparent
that an automated solution could not be
provided in a timely manner, he had
already prepared a back-up plan to have
manual data inputted and was in a
position to execute immediately so that
the project could stay on track. Garry
endured many long days and nights to
ensure the hogs would not go hungry.
He trained the appropriate staff in the
nuances of the feed business and
provided MIAF with a team of well-
trained, analytical staff to run the
background of the mill operation. Garry
consistently leads and fosters a values
consistent culture.

Open  Kimono Award  for
Daring To  Be Transparent

Syndee Thibert
General Production Manager
Landmark, MB

:I
Syndee demonstrates her
transparency everyday
through how she
approaches her job, how
she interacts with her team

and fellow employees, and how she
delivers value to her pyramid. Syndee is
not afraid to speak her mind by
respectfully challenging the opinions of
those around her if she feels they are not
values consistent. She is usually the first
to step in and support the direction we
are moving towards and the actions
taken to reach the destination. She will
tell people the importance of coming to
a decision as a team and then, on leaving
a meeting, selling and supporting that
decision.

MapleLealFoods|lssu"9tt
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BY         JANET     WAKUTZ,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      Fool)S

The  following are  recipients of the  2007  President's Award.

Kate Galbraith is extremely
hard-working and
committed to building
outstanding relationships.
She has built an exceptional

strategy and execution plan, and is
viewed as a role model among her peers
and as a business leader with endless

potential. She brings a winning attitude
and a drive for performance to her team
and has the ability to inspire and bring
out the best in others. Being values
consistent, she has the right balance of
confidence and humility, which
resonates with her colleagues. Last year,
she was responsible for leading the
Schneider Lunch Kit business and
driving growth in the face of a
competitive threat.

Gerald La forest communi-
cates directly and deals with
issues when they happen.
He is a respected role
model, contributing

significantly to the success of his plant.
He is direct, clear and assertive and
communicates candidly, gaining the
trust of employees. Gerald demonstrates
ongoing efforts to improve processes
and employee morale in an operation
that has undergone significant change.
He is recognized for his high energy,
open communication and change
management skills. He is great at
managing, motivating and engaging his
workforce.
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Orlando Villegas is driven
to successfully manage the
expectations of customer
demands within the
capacities of plants across

the country. He is a leader in minimizing
the effects of labour shortages in the
West, getting product to the East and
exceeding the expectations of the
Central regions. He is a leader among his

peers and challenges for better
performance in a respectful manner. He
is always willing to take extra time to
increase engagement and lead by
example.

Through a year of significant change he
has executed on every challenge,
including the transition of fresh poultry

products, and the launch of Freshsure
packaging and several Six Sigma
projects. He lives the values by being
responsive, building great teams,
leading, developing others, acting with
integrity and respect, being

performance driven, being externally
focused and bringing a smile to
everyone's face!

Scott Craik  has built strong
relationships with various
Supply Chain Planning
teams by treating people
with the utmost respect and

being values consistent. He is generous
with his knowledge and experience and
is never too busy to explain how things
work.  He builds teams that work well
together and recognizes the
contributions of each member. He is
unbiased and willing to listen without
criticism or judgment. He was
instrumental in the Manugistics

Upgrade Project reaching completion
and was recognized on the Feature
Notification project as providing
superior contributions to the project
work. He always delivers high quality
work and anticipates the needs of his
internal customers.

Don Duxbury is described
as a values driven, go-to

person who always treats
colleagues with respect,
tackles new opportunities

with enthusiasm and urgency, and
remains focused. This individual brings
to mind words such as intensity, bias for
action, respect, consistency, results,
approachability and candor.

Understanding a commodity business
such as bacon or ham requires a great
deal of perseverance in order to
constantly challenge for better results,
and few people exemplify this better
than Don. He is always fact-based and
accountable for results. He acts with
integrity and has the astute ability to
recognize the relative importance of
tasks or projects and respond with
urgency, providing key insights and
information. He regularly takes the
initiative to dig deeper into issues and
offers solutions to problems.

Chris Comeau leads a
dynamic team as the
gatekeeper of retail and
consumer information,
enabling the sales force to

execute better deals and aid marketing
in developing strategies. Being nimble
and accommodating requests is the
reason that Chris and his team are
sought-after resources.



He strives to find facts to support MLF
brands and grow the categories in a way
that is beneficial for the customer. His
high-energy people proactively take
ownership of key issues. Upon
recognizing that responding quickly to
our customer and internal needs was
critical, he ensured the data was
"cleaned up" to facilitate sound

decisions. His mandate is to be
externally focused and understand the
customer's objectives to provide
solutions accordingly.

He creates a team that is easy to depend
on, learn from and who challenge each
other for better performance.

By challenging her team to

provide the best service to
their clients, through her
support, energy and
dedication, Regan Sorensen

has a positive impact on our business.
She brings reason and balance to
business decisions and acts as both
mentor and partner. She is professional
and eager to assist on all business issues.
She is values consistent and conducts
herself with the utmost integrity,
achieving overall excellence in her work.

Regan is respected by the teams she
works with for her commitment and
leadership style. Last year she led the
Human Resources Client Services team.

Efficient communications
and strong customer sales

plans led by Ron Gibson
have enabled those
involved to understand and

focus on key objectives. Through his
ability to instill confidence and
enthusiasm while educating and
mentoring, this highly values consistent
manager tackled a big challenge last

year.

Required to spend two weeks of each
month in Japan, Ron had an immediate
impact on the effectiveness, confidence
and development of our Tokyo sales
team. He was instrumental in gaining a
commitment from Nippon Meat Packers
for Brandon's first shift and helped
develop a successful transition plan to

move another customer to Brandon as
well. He jumped into a hornet's nest and
has built a unique team, opening up
communications as an outsider.

Described as someone who
consistently lives the Maple
Leaf values, Brian Stephens
is actively involved in many
key projects at various

plants while providing ongoing
technical support to several others. As a
subject matter expert, he is often a
requested resource and is noted as
having a glass half full attitude.

Brian is keenly performance driven,
does what's right and has a serious
commitment to continuously improve.
He is paving the way for more
involvement by plant staff on future

projects by gaining their confidence and
engagement with his friendly demeanor.
He develops teamwork and spirit
amongst management teams with his
positive outlook. His impact was
specifically felt and appreciated at
Bartor Road this year with the Cryovac
line and at Moncton where he built a
capacity model for the bacon process to
demonstrate the constraints.

In a new role this year,
Jonathan Sawatzky is
responsible for the
timeliness of all actual,
forecast and budget

financial information from the plants.
He is always timely with information,

provides valuable insight and is the key
finance resource for the Pork Network
Transition. He demonstrates role model
Leadership Edge values and makes fact-
based decisions with the highest level of
energy and urgency. He developed the
final 82 model to quantify the impact of
the activities related to the second shift
in Brandon. At times, this task required
him to challenge others, which he did in
a constmctive, fact-based manner. He
exemplifies Continuous Improvement
by embracing change, being open to
new ideas and continuously training his
team.

Norbert Boisjoli is noted for
his tremendous dedication
and work ethic, great
relationship -building skills
and the ability to remove

roadblocks for his teams. Very strong on
recognizing achievement, he acts with
integrity and treats others with respect.
He demonstrates a keen competitive
edge through his leadership and by
example. Already busy with Western
Pork responsibilities, he stepped up to
the challenge of four new Distribution
Centres in Western Canada and spent a
considerable amount of time away from
home during the year, establishing
relationships, supporting his staff,
understanding the operations and
leading his teams. He achieved success
in his challenges last year while
managing the process of closing two
facilities, hiring staff and acting as
transportation work stream owner for
the Coquitlam conversion.

Relocation, negative
variance against standard
cost, declining customer fill
rate levels and declining
employee engagement were

a few of the challenges faced by Shawn
Gregoire last year. He tackled these
challenges with a deep commitment to
the business objectives, turning the
facility into a high performing and
capable manufacturing operation. By
showing respect, engaging Six Sigma,
challenging others to be their best,
setting stretch targets, demanding
accountability and developing and
implementing solid plans in his role as
Plant Manager, Shawn achieved clear
and positive results.

He has formed a solid, cohesive
manufacturing leadership team that has

gained knowledge in Maple Leaf values
and Six Sigma. He collaborates with
Sales and Marketing to communicate
the capabilities of the Courtland facility
and to ensure that they are meeting
customer needs.
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Having been with Maple
Leaf for three years, Steve
Elmer brought his area of
business to an acceptable
level of reporting in a short

period of time through his direct
personal leadership. He worked to
overhaul the Global Management
Control Report while providing a better
decision-making tool.

In response to Renaissance at Global
Foods throughout the divestitures,
staffing reductions and mounting
uncertainty, Steve rose to the challenge,
managing some very complex
accounting issues. He has successfully
transitioned to the MLCF Fresh finance
team and has led the initiative to
integrate Global financial reporting into
Fresh foods.

Jennifer Strong played a
key role in the progress of
the Pork Network. She had
demonstrated role model
Leadership Edge values

during a period of significant change.
Her leadership style has been described
as direct, rigorous, helpful and humble.
Jennifer took a newly created role and
delivered coordination, communication,
resources and leadership. Through
direct personal leadership, she
motivated project teams, mentored

project leaders and contributed greatly
to the success of the Pork Network
Transition.

Jim Melchin is driven for

performance. His yearly
metrics have exceeded a 10-

per-cent improvement in a
category where we're

already in the top 25 per cent. ``We
cannot wait for tomorrow; we need to
improve this issue today" are the words
that demonstrate his bias for action.
He's direct, constructive and fact-based,
doing what's right by treating people
with respect. He embraces change, is
open to new ideas and continuously
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challenges others to strive for better

performance by benchmarking best
practices. These attributes have
contributed to significant WSIB cost
savings in Manufacturing in 2007.

Dave Lonergan went above
and beyond his prior role to
become more involved with
the operations side of the
business. With a hands-on

approach, he has gained an
understanding of how production and
operations tie into costing and other
financial aspects. Last year, he exhibited
self-confidence and operated without
boundaries by providing leadership to
those outside his functional area. Dave
acts with integrity by doing what is right
for the I0C and Maple Leaf. He
demonstrates being performance driven
by always looking for ways to improve
the IOC's business through increased
kgs/GP and played a key role in
increasing hog production in 2007.

His unwavering commitment to
continuously learn and teach others is
known throughout Maple Leaf by his
willingness to step up and help whoever
and wherever his expertise is required.

Jim Fokma's drive for

performance and
implementation of

processes, tools and
analysis was a major

contributing factor to achieving an
almost 97-per-cent fill rate at Courtland
Avenue. His respectful manner compels
others to strive for better performance.
The process of analysis that he put in

place to manage a customer's demand
and production was the key to getting
related issues under control. In his prior
role, he forged relationships through
extensive communication,
demonstrating customer focus. He
embraced Six Sigma tools and went
above the requirements to demonstrate
his willingness to learn as he worked to
earn Green Belt points.

He is one of the most values consistent
individuals and he continues to
demonstrate his attention to detail and
drive in his new role as Supply Chain
Manager.

A long-term Maple Leaf
employee with experience
in the Fresh and Process
sides of the business, Paul
Hess has worked in the

chemistry lab as well as production
supervision. This wealth of experience
makes him a very good teacher and
coach. He was instrumental in
establishing best practices in hiring co-
op students throughout the year to
support product development activity
and in obtaining Natural Science and
Engineering Research Council funding.
He has also attained level two Green Belt
status and is mere points away from his
level three.

Paul provides support and leadership
and facilitated the development of new

products at Walker Road on the Cooked
Red Meats line. Additionally, he

provided coaching and support on the
Tim Horton's Hot Beef Sandwich
concept development and on a Safeway
Eating Right presentation that resulted
in two new product concepts being
accepted for development and launch.

Barb Mallon enables her
teams to face challenges
and focus on completing
work efficiently. By cutting
out the noise and getting

directly to the point, she ensures time is
spent on the right efforts. A realignment
of the finance department led Barb to
take on the responsibility of an
additional six departments. Over the

year, her reports went from eight to 72
but she was consistently available to her
team, offering honest feedback and
communication.

She is an excellent motivator,
challenging for better performance, and



is diplomatic and direct. She challenges
issues without being confrontational
and finds common ground to satisfy all

parties.

Danny White is a leader
who not only demonstrates
a strong passion for his
business but also ensures
that his team has the

support, tools and information required
to succeed. He provides a solid
foundation that builds a better business.
He has inspired others by his example
and has demonstrated his ability to get
things done and leverage his
relationships across functional lines.

Danny has accountability for the
Alternate Channels team's second
largest account, Costco Canada, as well
as 19 other accounts including Giant
Tiger, Shoppers Drug Mart, London
Drugs and Dollarama. At Costco YTD, he
has grown the business in almost every
Category.

The following includes all Maple Leaf

Consumer Foods award winners -
teams and individuals, Each award
winner received a plaque unique to
each category and a cash award. The
Safe and Sound award included a
dinner for the core people involved
in Health and Safety planning and
execution at the winning facilities.

All  For One  Award

ORBit Team
Mark Hanley, Joe Helm,  Garth  Baxter, Jerry
Chong,  Vic  Bovingdon,  Rich  Emrich,  Ron  Funk,
Brian  Harnack,  Dave Harron,  Myrline Hamilton,
Randy Hill,  Dan  Houston, Tom  Ludwig,  Sandra
Pfeifer, Jacqueline MacKinnon,  Brenda  Montag,
Paul Sorensen, Judy Susanna,  Ravi Vattakassery,
Guyanne Sauve-Barette and  Colleen Wallace
Lindo

Marion Street Team
Carl Sulymka,  Phil Turcotte,  Bob Carlson,
Beatrice Arasa,  Chris  Palmer,  Jim  Sinclair and
Shawn  Loewen

Brandon Settlement Team
Robyn  Mayert, April Wiebe,  Myriam  De  Denus,
Jaime  Newton,  Emma  Hansen, Jocelyn Aimoe-
Williamson,  Mike Williams and Shannon  Bayes

Metro A&P Grocery Team
Benoit Guerin,  Stephen  Burmaster,  Bruno
Trepanier and  Lidia  Kocovski

Burlington  Pork
Plant and Management (team award)

Project Lego  Design Team
Jody Armstrong,  Melissa  Erdman,  Dave Favrin,
Patricia  lngram,  Marc-Antoine Joly,  Brian  Keller,
Mike Lennox,  Pete Lennox,  Morteza
Malekmanesh,  BIanca  Rodriguez and Jeffrey
Thompson

Continuously  Improve

Individual Winners
Daryl Wilson,  Stan  Gough and Sherman Oake

Category Solutions Team
Celeste  Ireland,  Karen  Henderson,  Brandon
Carino, Vanessa  Mercado,  Susan  Howard, Joe
MCGrath,  Kristina  MCRae,  Ron  Russell, Vadim

Shelkovnikov,  Fiona  Mcllraith,  Ray Van  Den
Bossche,  Krystin Zamperin,  Alicia Sumar and
Katie Correia

Parma Operations
Esther Blanchette,  Sylvie Pelletier, Josee Arbour,
Gemma  Duley,  Luigi  Foschini,  Joel  Marussi,  Yvon
Roy and  Eric Bernard

External  Focus

Individual Winners
Mimma Guild,  George Muller, Joe  MCGrath,
Raymond  Bourque and  David  Bellamy

New Technologies and  Innovations
Colin  Farnum,  Carolyn Hannon,  Michael Chong,
Brendan  MacNeil  and David  Ballouard

Newfoundland  Retail  Business
Scott Warren,  Randy Alcock,  Phyllis Snow,  Lloyd
George, Trish Wicks and  Barb Janes

Win Saskatchewan
Jason  Manness,  Kyle Klimpke,  Murray Hamm
and Denny Oxelgren

Innovation  Award

Individual Winners
Jean-Claude  Babineau

Lunchmate  Marketing Team
Ronit Soroksky,  Maria Gamero,  Kate Galbraith,
Robert Carvalho,  Jennifer Sicilia,  Jim  Hilchey,

John Anderson and Colleen  Habel

Maple  Leaf Chunks Team
Jeremy Felps,  Kim  Barham,  David Grachnik,
Veronica  Mikalauskas,  Peter Thompson,  Linda
Woods and  Karen Cunningham

Bias  for Action  Award

Individual Winners
Judy Susanna,  Christy Rae Clem,  David Grachnik,
Peter Coyle, Steve Schoen, Vadim Shelkovnikov,
Lisa  Barr and Cathrine Qua

Project Exit, Saskatoon
John  Burnett,  Lisa White, Jason  Manness,  lan
Henry, Troy Warren,  Nolan Tutkaluk, Jonathan
Sawatzky, Jeanette Jones, Cameron  Huber,
Darryl J.  Havrelcok,  Norm Sabapathy,  Marv Le
Nabat, Greg Chomica, Troy Schwan, Wes
George,  Scott Sandin and  Ken  Melchkart

Bartor Road Team
Ed  Kupis,  Pierre  Levesque,  Bashkim  Hasaj, Juan
Alvarez, Dave Holowaty and Gary Gabet

Surrey Plant Management
John Wennemann,  Dale Matthews,  lan Bellett,
Lavinio  Cavalcante,  Kristi  Xing,  Karl  Unger,
Harry  Lee  and  Rick  Marini

Walker Drive Team
Jeff Pett,  Helen Sadowski,  Nicole Vritsios,  Kelly
Cresswell,  Harold Steffler,  Katherine Baiocco,
Carolos  Pinglo,  Dan  Ciriani,  Daryl Wilson,  Scott
Matthews, Jennifer Shea,  Maryam Kermani,
Sachin Chunagarayil, Volodymyr Pantyukhin,
Kareen Wong, Troy Glazier,  Ryan Sgro,
Donovan Wright,  Dennis Destua,  lnna  Melikhov
and  Emily Dela  Cruz

Consumer Foods Engineering
Brett Bacsek,  Paul  Bartosek,  Don  Clements,
Marc-Antoine Joly,  Greg Schneider and  Laurie
Alford

Safe and  Sound  Award
Port Perry -Dave Jackson,  Plant Manager
Courtland Ave -Shawn Gregoire,  Plant
Manager
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BY      THE      CORPORATE      ANNUAL     AWARDS      COMMITTEE

MLF  Corporat,e Annual Awards  recognize  the  outstanding work of our colleagues  over  the course

of the year.  The  2007 Annual Awards  proved  to be  an  exciting year  for our  program with  the

addition  of three  new award  categories  and  an  increased  participation  rate.  Wc  are  proud  to

recognize  11  recipients  this year,  including  five  in  our  new categories.  Thank you  t,o  all  the

nominators and  congratulations  to  the winners.  Please  keep your eyes open  for  potential  2008

nominations!

Everest Award  for
Being  Performance  Driven

Ron Funk, Systems Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario

Ron has been with MLF for
an incredible 43 years,
which speaks volumes to
his loyalty, dedication and
commitment to the

organization. Ron exemplifies ML
Leadership Values every day. His day
starts bright and early with a positive
attitude, which radiates to everyone. He
is approachable, respectful of others and
trusted by his peers, managers and the
business. He juggles multiple tasks with
tight timelines and the outcome is
highly detailed quality work, delivered
on time. Ron's day only ends when he
has accomplished all his tasks. With all
of these traits, it is no wonder that Ron is
one of the most sought after resources
within GIS. He inspires everyone around
him and will leave behind "miles" of
leadership "footage' " for all of us to
follow.
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Diane Dykas, Director,
Risk Management & Compliance
Toronto, Ontario

Diane is the Director
Finance, Compliance and is
responsible for leading
Maple Leaf Foods in CEO
CFO Certification, as well as

in many other aspects of compliance
such as policy and risk management.
Diane exemplifies the qualities that Be
Performance Driven encompasses,
which is demonstrated by her ability to
rally people from across the
organization to achieve common goals
and consistently produce quality results.
She is a highly-regarded employee who
always strives to achieve the best

possible outcomes for Maple Leaf and
its employees.

Anthony Greer, Sourcing Manager
Mississauga, Ontario

In early 2007, Anthony was

given responsibilty for the
soucing of paper-based

packaging materials,
including the key spend

categories of corrugate, folding cartons,
labels and metal cans.  In 2007, he

participated on many project teams
including the MLCF budget process
improvement, a Six Sigma eight-step
sourcing process and Common Ground.
He also helped to establish the MCR

process for MLF and took a lead role in
the support and training of two new
employees on our team. In all of his
activities, he has demonstrated our
Values and, in particular, the Value of Be
Performance Driven by having an
intense competitive edge, setting stretch
targets and achieving those targets by
challenging others for better results and
by being fact-based.

Golden  Rule  Award  for
Doing  What's  Right

Kostas Tsimiklis
Six Sigma Lead Coach
Laval, Quebec

Kostas has a leadership role
in the quality and
consistency of the
deployment of Six Sigma
across all of Maple Leaf

Foods. Much of his time is devoted to
coaching his Six Sigma colleagues and
conducting training for other colleagues
in the business. In doing so, he
consistently exhibits a high integrity
approach, which has even influenced
others to pursue a career in Six Sigma.
Kostas is recognized as crossing the
boundaries of all Leadership Edge
Values; however, first and foremost he is
someone who does what's right in any
circumstance.



The Finance Team, shown witli Michael Mccain, received the Got Your Back Award for Team Achievement.

Got Your  Back Award  for
Team  Achievement
Finance Team: Craig Telepanich,
Nenad Tonic, Jay Bae, Julia Minevich,
Di Li, Paul Lam
Toronto, Ontario
The Corporate Finance team is
responsible for the accounting and
financial reporting for Corporate Head
Office, Common Ground and GIS. Of
this six-person team, three new
members joined in mid-2007. To add to
this already demanding situation, the

portfolio of work expanded to include
the complex Common Ground project, a
reorganization of GIS, six new additional
Corporate departments, the divestiture
of MIAN, C3, a very complex budget for
2008 and a new leader. The year would
have been challenging for the most
seasoned of finance teams yet this new
crew rose to the challenge with immense
vigour and dedication. They formed a
mutually supportive unit, which helped
them meet the evolving needs of their
clients with improved quality and
service.

Just  Do  lt Award for
Having a  Bias  for Action

Tony Forestieri
Operational Projects Analyst
Mississauga, Ontario

Throughout his
employment, Tony has
demonstrated his
commitment to use all of
his abilities to get the job

done. Tony has always gone the extra

mile to complete any task as well as put
forth extra effort to help others complete
theirs. He always draws on the Company
Values in doing so.  He undertakes
anything that is thrown his way without
complaint. His demonstration of energy
and urgency is shown by the extended
hours he works both at the office and at
home to ensure the job gets done. Tony
also shows enthusiasm to investigate
learning opportunities through his
online research and willingness to ask

questions to keep up, if not ahead, in a
fast-changing systems world.

Jeanette Jones
Director of Communications
Toronto, Ontario

]TI   Jeanette joined MLF in June
2003 as Director,
Communications with the
wide-reaching role to lead
the development of internal

and external communications.
Jeanette's capacity to assume the
initiative, lead with integrity and
manage multiple demands with grace
has been instrumental in establishing a
high performance department. Jeanette
assumed the initiative to incorporate
sophisticated Six Sigma analysis to our

quarterly Renaissance surveys and
communications scorecard, resulting in
the development of an innovative

program to train our managers to be
more effective communicators. She sets
very high standards and always makes
those that she works with feel like their
issue is the most important.

Lean  On  Me Award  for
Internal  Service  Achievement

Cindy Chen
Consolidations Analyst
Toronto, Ontario

Cindy is the key individual
relied on by the Corporate
Finance team to complete
Hyperion consolidations
reconciliations and entries

for MLF and Canada Bread. Cindy's
internal support often occurs during the
busiest and most time-pressured parts
of the reporting calendar and, despite
this, Cindy demonstrates total patience
and commitment to her internal clients,
always ensuring quality outputs. Not
only does Cindy deliver on key financial
responsibilities, but often goes way
beyond the scope of her role and does so
with a positive attitude. Cindy works
with all of her points of contact with the
utmost professionalism and an always
willing helping hand. She is a fantastic
team player!

Megan Meevis
Human Resources Manager
Mississauga, Ontario

As a newly appointed HR
Manager dedicated to
Common Ground, Megan
has been a key factor in
establishing HR leadership.

Her emphasis is on recruitment,
selection, performance management,
organizational development,
compensation, training, employee
relations and orientation. Megan has
had a helping hand in assisting 57 new
employees transition to Common
Ground, also providing a personal sense
of urgency when assisting employees
who have to relocate themselves and
family from across the country. Her high
energy, Values alignment and engaging

personality help her provide superior
service to her colleagues.
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Gerald Surpris
Manager, Environmental Projects
Laval, Quebec

In December 2004, Gerald

joined the Corporate
Engineering team as
Manager, Environmental
Projects for Eastern Canada.

He has the reputation of being a Values
role model and it is because of his strong
Values adherence that he has been
successful in building strong
relationships with his internal client
base. Gerald consistently demonstrated
superior internal service, especially
during the spring and summer months
when the department was short-staffed.
He stepped in to help out on a number
of initiatives while never losing sight of

the needs of his ``regular" clients.
Whether it is working at a plant on the
weekend or deferring his vacation,
Gerald is a great example of why this
award category was created.

Walk  The  Talk Award  for
Overall  Values  Achievement

Sherry Pedersen-Ajmani, Director
HR & Leadership Development
Toronto, Ontario

Sherry has achieved many

great things in 2007, from
being the first at Corporate
to achieve a Level 3 Green
Belt Coach status to

managing the ML Listens process to

executing four ML In Focus calls. Sherry,
however, is not content to just celebrate
each achievement; she is also very

practical about the Values. She reflects
upon her behaviour against the Values
and challenges herself to improve in the
areas that do not come easily. She
inherently drives for results, takes
initiative and finds ways to improve
while demonstrating integrity and
respect for others. Sherry embodies the
Maple Leaf values, which is reflected in
her passionate approach to work and
everything she touches.

Maple   Lea[  Frozen   Bakerv
I,

BY      BETH      STONEBURNER,      MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

Everest Award  for
Being  Performance  Driven

Bill Knaggs, VMI Specialist
Concord, Ontario

Bill joined Frozen Bakery in
2005 as VMI ovendor
Managed Inventory)
Specialist for Wal-Mart at
Viceroy, and was promoted

to Supervisor VMI and DRP
(Distribution Resource Planning) in
2007. Bill is responsible for the buying of
our product for Wal-Mart, maintaining
inventory, forecasting and ordering for
each of the 40 distribution centres and
for all inter-company transfers across
North America.
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His close relationship with Wal-Mart
helped Frozen secure six major

promotions for 2007, a dramatic
improvement over 2006. He set stretch
targets for himself and continuously
benchmarked his own performance. He
established strong relationships with
our customers, carriers and third-party
warehouse personnel. By recognizing

performances, he continually pushed
himself and others to succeed while
balancing that drive with a genuine
appreciation for people and the
contributions they make.

Golden  Rule  Award  for
Doing What7s  Right

Peggy Fidahza
Customer Relations Coordinator
Des Plaines, Illinois

Peggy joined the Frozen
Bakery Touhy office in 2001
as an Executive Assistant
and was soon handling
customer relations. In 2005,

she assumed the title of Customer
Relations Coordinator.

Peggy's respectful approach to customer
relations is truly in line with the Do
What's Right value. She's often a
consumer's first contact with Maple Leaf



and she can take an often negative
situation and turn it into a positive,
usually for both the customer and the
Company. Through her diligent efforts,
Frozen Bakery saw a 31.4-percent
reduction in registered complaints from
2006 to 2007. Peggy always focuses on
the right business answer when
handling customer complaints and her

professional, respectful and diligent
approach to her duties translates into a

job well done.

BIair Hoy
Accounting Supervisor
Des Plaines, lIIinois

Blair started at Frozen
Bakery in the Finance
department at the Touhy
office as Senior Accountant
in 2004. He was promoted

to Accounting Supervisor in 2007.

Blair demonstrated why he won the
Golden Rule Award throughout the year
as he stepped into the challenging role
of supervisor while his team was
completely transformed. He learned the
different processes in his area so he
could train his staff appropriately and
worked on process improvements,
resulting in smoother period-end closes,
cleaner audits and more complete
financial data. Blair was also responsible
for C3 controls around Financial
Reporting. Blair received two
nominations for the Golden Rule award
and his strong sense of personal
integrity and respect for others comes
through in everything he does.

Just  Do  lt Award  for
Having a  Bias  for Action

Virginia Barber
Customer Service Supervisor
Concord, Ontario

Virginia joined Frozen
Bakery in 2004 as Customer
Service Project Manager at
Viceroy and then moved
into the Supervisor role in

2005. In 2006, she was on Project lE and
in 2007 she was asked to join Common
Ground.

Virginia demonstrated her Bias for
Action throughout 2007 by focusing on
improving the Customer Service
department and relations with our
customers. She improved our electronic
data interchange (EDI) with customers
and third-party service providers to
make sure the organization provided
customers with perfect orders. She also
helped create a process for managing
excess inventory. She constantly looked
for ways to improve processes, creating
reports to facilitate order management
and month-end process reporting.
Virginia added to her heavy workload
when her department was
overwhelmed, improving morale while
ensuring continuous good relations with
our customers.

New  Leaf Award  for
Continuously  Improving

Angel Ortiz
plant Accountant
Richmond, California

Angel began working at
Maple Leaf/Grace Baking
as a Production Clerk in
2004, and then was

promoted to Plant
Accountant in 2005.

2007 was a year of Continuously
Improving for Angel. He achieved Level
One and Level Two Green Belt
certification, attended accounting
courses and the Supervisory Leadership
Program, and received weekly Six Sigma
coaching. He bounced back from a
crucial error he made during the
previous budget presentation and
created a process for 2008 that became
the standard template used by all Frozen
plant accountants. Angel shares his
knowledge with the rest of the
Company, including offering to lead Six
Sigma projects for the Finance
department. He offers coaching and

feedback, and also continuously seeks
feedback to align himself with the
expectations of his role and to improve
his professionalism and value to the
organization.

Open  Kimono  Award  for
Daring to  be Transparent

Dereck Counter
Maintenance & Engineer Manager
Oxnard, California

Dereck joined Frozen
Bakery in 2003 as a Six
Sigma Black Belt at Oxnard.
In 2007, he was on Project
Resolve before becoming

the Maintenance and Engineer Manager
at Oxnard.

Dereck's Dare to be Transparent
approach was evident throughout 2007.
While on Project Resolve, he showed
tremendous confidence by taking on the
role vacated by a senior Director.  His
candid assessment and ability to operate
cross-functionally was instrumental to
the team's overall performance. As a
Black Belt and a member of the Oxnard
Leadership Team, he worked to drive
change in the Bakery and move the
business forward. He also worked
closely with the senior business team,
directing workshops and challenging the
Company leaders in a constructive and

professional way. Dereck is always
willing to support what is necessary for
continuous improvement - his and the
Company's.
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BY      CAROLINE      MANGHAM,      MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY      UK

Just  Do  lt Award  for
Having a  Bias  for Action

Job Cooper
Engineering Manager
Rotherham, England

Jon started his career in the
UK Bakery in May 2006 as
Engineering Manager,
based at the Rotherham
plant. Jon's ``can do"

attitude, combined with his passion for
engineering and continuous
improvement, has driven the
engineering team at this site from
strength to strength. Jon embraced

performance management strategies to
ensure his team was the right one to

provide a first-class service to the
operational facility, often dealing with
issues that others may have not tackled.
This transformation has ultimately had
impact throughout the plant on morale,
downtime and waste, and the level of
teamwork now shown in this
department is truly inspirational. In
2007, the plant endured many tough
challenges varying from floods to major
breakdowns and, on each occasion, Jon
and his team were severely tested.
However Jon's leadership skills and
ability to make things happen shone
through in each case and the team
bounces back stronger every time.
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Just  Do  lt Award for
Having a  Bias for Action

Marie-Claude Vezina
Six Sigma BIack Belt
London, England

a    Marie-Claudejoined the
I

UK Bakery after accepting
an interim position in Six
Sigma. Upon commencing
her role with the

integration team, she was faced with a
dramatically new environment, a
different business culture and very
difficult timelines to complete her work.
Marie-Claude's responsibilities included
leading the integration of the financial
and IT systems of three companies into
Maple Leaf's system. Under her
leadership and without having any
background in IT or Finance, the team
managed to migrate to all of these
systems in a record six months with few
hiccups. Her ability to execute her
merger deliverables so quickly and

precisely helped the business position
itself well enough to acquire an
additional two companies later in the

year. Marie-Claude assisted in co-
leading both of those integrations,
setting even more demanding stretch
targets for herself. During her short time
in the UK, Marie-Claude managed to
deliver exceptional results and gain the
respect and admiration of her
colleagues.

New  Leaf Award  for
Continuously  Improving

Mark Jones
Health and Safety Manager
Rotherham, England

Mark joined the UK team in
November 2005 as Health
and Safety Manager, based
at the Rotherham plant,
and was the first Health

and Safety Manager in the UK facility.
Mark has continually set himself stretch
Kpls with a clear focus on a reduction in
the number of lost-time and medical aid
injuries on site, along with a
comprehensive review of each
accident's cause with clear
accountabilities on Line Managers.
Since joining the team, Mark has
achieved phenomenal results in all of his
sites including Rotherham, which has
achieved a major milestone of no lost-
time accidents in a year. This
accomplishment, in addition to cultural
changes, earned UK Bakery a British
Safety Council award for improvement.
Mark is a well-liked member of the
team. He never compromises on safety
but will often find new and innovative
ways around obstacles and is keen to do
this in a synergistic manner, working
with all of the site managers.



Olivieri

BY      LIZ      COLELLA,      OLIVIERl

Golden  Rule Award
for  Doing What's  Right

Tom Mojica
Six Sigma Black Belt
West plant - Delta, British Columbia

Tom joined Olivieri in
February 2006 as a Six
Sigma Black Belt. In this
role, Tom manages a
variety of projects while

simultaneously looking to weave Six
Sigma into the fabric of the Delta plant.
Tom's success in promoting Six Sigma in
the West is due to many reasons: his
approachability, focusing on the right
business answer and not the most
popular, and providing humour and
treating others with respect on many of
the projects he has led. Tom
acknowledges others and continues to
be an advocate and a true ambassador
for Doing What's Right! Tom
continuously Does What's Right for
Olivieri while respecting and

acknowledging employees at both the
West and East plants. His success is
bringing Six Sigma to the forefront while
undergoing the West expansion. Tom
overcomes odds by treating people with
respect and is viewed as the "mediator",
often ensuring that the Company's best
interests are clearly identified.

Just  Do  lt Award  for
Having a  Bias for Action

Nolly Raven
Brand Manager
East plant -Hamilton, Ontario

In Nolly's category -the
Just Do it Award - Nolly has
overcome many challenges
i`n her role, most notably
her outstanding job in

identifying new business and product
opportunities, building alignment and

processes to deliver products to market,

and continuing momentum against all
odds during a very difficult year at
Olivieri. Nolly overcame many odds -
entry into the Mexico market,
developing Costco and Sam's products,
the transition of Costco U.S. AIL Natural
Labels from the current labels with
minimal packaging write-offs and the
winning of the Hannaford New Business
tender, among many other
accomplishments.

Nolly operates with a sense of urgency in
her approach to handling priorities and
her focus on key priorities while
allocating her time appropriately. She
doesn't hesitate to remove obstacles and
takes action when necessary to
eliminate bureaucracy, encouraging
high performance as a result. She is truly
deserving of the Just Do It Award!
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BY      SABRINA      SAUNDERS,      ROTHSAY

Everest Award  for
Being  Performance  Driven

Duff Moore, plant Manager
Dundas, Ontario

Since joining Rothsay in
2003, Duff has committed
himself to the development
of his team. Duff operates
with integrity, openness

and a sense of fair play regardless of the
audience. He empowers his people to
make their own decisions and provides
ongoing support. This individual's
desire is to truly improve not only our

processes, but also the environment in
which we work. Even when faced with
adversity, he pushes for performances
while maintaining what is right for the
business.

Just  Do  lt Award  for
Having a  Bias for Action

Ryan Reid, Director,
Logistics & Raw Material, Ontario
Dundas, Ontario

In 2007, Rothsay underwent
significant changes as a

;     resultofthenew

regulations regarding the
fu    removal of specified Risk

Materials. Ryan took on this initiative
and brought forward many solutions,
representing not only Rothsay but also
Canadian renderers and our industry

partners. Without his involvement,
persistence and "just do it" attitude, our
implementation and compliance with
the new feed regulations would not have
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gone as smoothly and as seamlessly as it
did.

Golden  Rule  Award  for
Doing What's  Right

Sabrina Saunders
Human Resources Manager
Guelph, Ontario

Since re-joining MLF with
Rothsay in 2006, Sabrina
has gained the trust and
respect of employees,
whom she tirelessly

supports each day. She displays

personal conviction and strong emotion
on important issues and leads by
example to inspire others to "walk the
talk".  No matter what the issue, big or
small, she has a unique ability to
demonstrate her genuine concern while
challenging employees when necessary,
and conducting herself in a way that
exemplifies our values!

New  Leaf Award  for
Continuously  Improving

Mark Manchuk, Manager,
Compliance and Special Projects
Dundas, Ontario

Mark led the Rothsay team
to a complete turnaround of
C3 compliance results in
2007, which resulted in a
99-percent pass rate. He is

someone who is always willing to help
others and has become a valuable staple

to the Finance team. His soft approach
and demonstrated patience helps others
understand the "whys" and he actively
seeks ways to improve or streamline

processes in an effort to sustain
momentum!

Outward  Bound  Award  for
Being  Externally  Focused

Carol MCMaster
Customer Service Supervisor
Truro, Nova Scotia

As the Customer Service
Supervisor, Carol is always
asking questions to ensure
that she is addressing the
needs of her customers. In

2007, she worked diligently to inform
customers of the rule changes with
respect to the Specified Risk Materials,
and played a critical role in acquiring
the Nadeau volume. Week in and week
out, she demonstrated an intense work
ethic to ensure arrangements were
made for Truro to accept this volume.
She is recognized throughout the
organization as someone who takes her
learnings to heart and to ensure ``it
doesn't happen again".



Roy says goodbye after 47-year career
BY      TRICIA      SCHMALENBERG,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Roy Schweitzer began his career at the
Schneiders plant on Courtland Avenue
in Kitchener, Ontario in the summer
of 1960. For his first job, he shook rock
salt out of beef hides with the "bull

gang" for Sl.6l an hour. A career was
born!

Roy spent the next 37 years at
Courtland working nearly every

production position, including pulling
leaf lard, providing line relief,
conversion lead hand and foreman for
afternoon pork cut and conversion.
Roy eventually transitioned into the
Maintenance Department where he
was the liaison between production
and maintenance, and then later
accepted a project co-ordinator

position.

Roy Schweitzer recently retired after 47 years
with the company.

In 1997, Roy went to Winnipeg,
Manitoba to help set up the new
Warman Road facility.  One project
turned into another, four months
turned into eight, and 10 years later
Roy still calls Winnipeg home. While at
Warman, Roy has worked on countless
improvement projects, shared his
knowledge with dozens of people and
has told hundreds of stories from his
Courtland days!

Roy officially retired in March and

plans to "take it easy" by cycling,
playing hockey, travelling and
building a new house. Congratulations
Roy! Enjoy your well-deserved
retirement!

Bruce  Main:  Poultry  Health  Worker of the Year
BY      PAN      MACLENNAN,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

The 2007 Poultry Industry Council
(PIG) Poultry Health Worker of the
Year award was presented to Bruce
Main of Maple Leaf Consumer Foods -
Horizon Poultry in November 2007.

Bruce began his career with
Schneiders in April 1965 as part of the
sales staff. The list of Bruce's
accomplishments since that time is
lengthy. In his 43 years with the
Company, he has worked in the
Industrial Engineering department,
and has held positions as a buyer in
the Livestock office, a Poultry buyer, a
Fancy Beef Coordinator, a Pork
Commodity Manager, a Poultry
Commodity Manager and a Poultry
Field Representative.

In 1991, Bruce joined the Horizon
team, working in Live Kill
Procurement. Since September 1994,
he has held the position of Chick Sales
and Procurement Representative
serving the southern and western

regions of Ontario. Bruce was also a
layer and broiler producer in the
Plattsville, Ontario area.

With his years of experience in sales
and as a former producer, Bruce has
become a trusted friend to the Ontario
broiler producers that he has serviced
over the years. He has helped set up,
start out and guide many new
producers throughout his and their
careers. Bruce has also provided a
strong link between the poultry
boards, the hatcheries, the broiler

growers and the processors that has
led to industry success.

The award was presented to Bruce
Main by PIG chair Ed MCKinlay.
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New SmartLunoh  Bagged

Lunches  and  Lunohmate  City
BY      MARIA      GAMERO      AND      RONIT      SOROKSKY,

MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Maple Leaf Consumer Foods
launched Schneiders

SmartLunch  Bagged  Lunches last

October.  They are complete lunch
solutions for kids, packaged in a home-
style bag, coming closer to Mom's Gold
Standard -homemade lunch. The new
bag  is re-sealable,  re-usable and  made
with  EarthFirst PLA film -a

compostable film made of corn kernels.

SmartLunch uses wholesome foods such
as 60% whole wheat breads, lower-fat
dairy products and no hydrogenated
vegetable oils.  It is also a source of
calcium,  zinc, fibre and vitamin A.  In

addition to traditional benefits,
SmartLunch  Bagged  Lunches come with
dried fruits,  healthier snacks and  100%

pure fruit juice. They come in four
varieties:  Pepperoni  Pizza,  Chicken

Fajita,  Bagel and Chicken Taco.

www.Lunchmatecity.com is the first
ongoing loyalty program for kids
created  by Maple Leaf !   Kids become
citizens of Lunchmate City and collect
Lunchmate bucks with every
SmartLunch or Lunchmate purchased to
earn cool stuff from  LEGO,  HASBRO,

CRAYOLA and  PLAYSTATION.   They can

also earn music downloads, enter
contests or donate to the Children's
Miracle Network.

Lunchmate City has over 50,000
members and has been supported by
on-pack communication and media on

-fplt*pr.

Yrv,  Family Channel, Teletoon, VRAK
and theatres. Due to legalities, children
of Maple Leaf Foods employees are not

permitted to participate; however, they
have a chance to win the same items
found on Lunchmate City through an
employees' kids contest.

To enter, simply submit each specially
marked package of Lunchmate or
SmartLunch with the employee name
and work number before June 1, 2008
to:  LMC Employee Contest,  6985
Financial  Dr.,  Mississauga,  ON,  L5N  0A1.

Central

By-Products

joins  Rothsay
BY      RYAN      REID,      ROTHSAY

In
late January,  Rothsay
completed the acquisition of
Central  By-Products (CBP),  a

family-owned and -operated rendering
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company established  in  1968 and
located in Hickson, Ontario, northeast
of London.

With core operations focused on the
collection and rendering of animal  by-

products and pork deadstock, CBP is a
natural fit for Rothsay. The two
companies had established an excellent
working relationship with each other
through a long-standing business
agreement that went back six years.  In
2001, Rothsay and CBP entered into a
reciprocal toll processing arrangement
with  Rothsay processing CBP's raw
material  in  Rothsay's Dundas and

Rothsay - conf;.nued on page 23

A drive-througli truck wash system is installed in the
wash bay at CBP.



First  phase  of  ME  Initiative  is  underway
BY      KELLY      DOBBYN,      CHRIS      MARKW00D      &      LOUANN      HULSMAN,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

Becoming::'£'j:ebda'Ly-eat,
Meals and  Bakery Company is the
immediate goal for Maple Leaf Foods
and Operations, and our Operational
leaders have a  large part to play in
ensuring we achieve that outcome,"
says Scott Mccain,  President & COO,
Agribusiness Group.

Scott is the Champion of Maple Leaf's
Manufacturing  Excellence  (ME)

initiative.  ''To become world class, we
must have standard practices and have
all of our employees fully engaged.

Once we have achieved standard

practices, we can take the next step to
global  best practices,"  he added.

The ME Initiative, comprised of the

Manufacturing Chapters,  Leadership
and Six Sigma,  has defined  Maple Leaf's
approach to achieving standard practice
and engaging our hourly work force. It
begins by embracing our Leadership
Edge Values and tools to ensure our

plant leadership is prepared to lead  in
an environment where all employees
are engaged and have a focus on

performance.

''We cannot achieve global best practice

without first achieving standard

practice," Scott explained.  "Having
standard practice allows us to leverage
our size in areas of systems
development and support, knowledge-
sharing and people development.

"Today we are good at a lot of what we

do,"  he states,  ''but the real goal here is
to be great at everything we do".

Standard  practices in  Health and Safety,
Shop Floor Communications and
Maintenance are the first set of
Manufacturing Chapters being
launched, as they will offer significant
improvements on operations in the

production workplace and set the stage
for increased involvement and
engagement. These chapters will be
followed by the second set, which will
include  Energy,  Financial  Discipline and

Environmental  Practices.

The Six Sigma at the Edge program
began as a pilot project in the
Rivermede Frozen Bakery and the
Hamilton  Fresh Bakery plants in

Ontario, and has now grown to include
the  Maple Leaf Consumer Foods plants
in  Laval,  Quebec (Parma) and Walker
Road  in  Brampton,  Ontario. With a
structured approach to measurement
and process improvement, Six Sigma at

the Edge gets employees involved in
decision-making and  harnesses the
knowledge of those who actually

perform the work on the shop floor. As
all employees work together to
continuously improve the way we do
things, the Maple Leaf Values quickly

follow and are visible at all  levels of the

operations.

The first phase of ME  is focused on
seven  key operations:  Rivermede Frozen
Bakery,  Hamilton  Fresh  Bakery,  MLCF

Laval  (Parma) and  MLCF Walker Road -

and now getting prepared to j.oin the

group -Roanoke Frozen Bakery,
Rothsay Winnipeg and  MLCF Moncton.
This diverse group of operations will

provide ongoing  learning and
preparation for the next phase.

''AII our plants need to know that this is

coming, so if your plant is not in the

first phase you need to use the time to

get ready," Scott says. That means
focusing on developing your leadership,
supporting Green  Belt and Black Belt

projects, and working to implement the
first three chapters -Health and Safety,
Shop Floor Communications and
Maintenance.

R0thsay - conft.nued from page 22

Moorefield,  Ontario facilities and CBP

processing Rothsay's high-grade chicken
material,  producing a value-added

protein meal and fat used in the
production of pet food.

The agreement allowed CBP to focus on
raw material and service growth while
continuing to upgrade their rendering

facilities.  It also  provided  an  additional

product offering to Rothsay customers
who manufacture high quality pet
foods.

The merging of CBP into the existing
Rothsay operation is expected to bolster
Rothsay's competitive position in
Ontario.  '`This acquisition will  allow us

to capitalize on the combined strengths
of both businesses and support the full

range of services we offer our
customers," said Jim  Long, VP & GM

Core Rendering.

''We welcome our 26 new colleagues to

Maple Leaf Foods and look forward to
working together as we continue to
build the business and strengthen our
customer relationships. "
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Laval  adopts a  family for Christmas
BY      MONICK      CHARETTE,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Shown during the presentation are: (I-R) Monick Charette, Mario Laplante, Benoit Gu6rin, Daniel
Sangiovanni, Michel Thomas, Fiancis Deroo, Melanie Lacroix (Big Sister), Bruno Trepanier, Chantal
L'Heureux (Big Sister), Natalie Murphy and Sylvain Ross.

Last December, the Maple Leaf
Consumer Foods office in Laval, Quebec
approached the Big Brothers Big Sisters
of Greater Montreal  in search of a single

parent family with three or more
children in need, specifying that we
wished to remain anonymous. Our
designated family included a mother,

Caroline, as well as her three little girls:
Armonie, 5; Sephora, 7; and M6lodie, 10.

We then began the task of creating a
memorable Christmas for our family. We

gave gifts of videos, games, craft
materials, clothing, hair accessories,
books, a huge number of grocery items,
including, of course, a Maple Leaf

turkey, gift certificates to the movies and
more. We also asked Big Sisters what
Caroline and her little girls would like to
receive as a personalized gift.

Since little Sephora was taking ballet
lessons, we approached Les Grands
Ballets Canadiens, who generously
offered four free tickets to a viewing of
the Nutcracker in a private box. What a
beautiful gift for this family! The maxim,
"nothing ventured, nothing gained"

really applied to this event. In addition,
Mariko Kida, a little ballerina with the
Grands Ballets, gave Sephora a pair of
her autographed pointe shoes, along
with her ballerina photo.

On Dec. 21, 2007, the Big Sisters arrived
to collect the boxes from our office,
attesting to the generosity of our
employees. Since the two vehicles

provided could not hold all of our
presents and groceries, the Big Sisters
had to call for a third vehicle.

AIl of our employees were very proud to
have opened their hearts for this special
occasion that contributed to an
extraordinary Christmas and example of
team spirit.

Festival  of Trees and  Schneider  Foods:
`For All  Those  Who  Believe'

BY      DIANE      MARTIN,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Shown are: (I-R) Festival chairs Wayne and Susan
MCLellan, Stephon MCLean, Canada Bread; Diana
Martin and Diane Lecour, both from MLCF.
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I was privileged to be involved in the
Myles Miracle Mission - CANcer Assist
Wellness Centre's 2007 Festival of Trees
fundraising event.

Myles Miracle Mission -CANcer ASSIST
is a volunteer, community-based
organization in Ontario that assists
cancer patients and their families. They
receive no government funding and rely
on community donations and third-

party fundraisers to ensure support for
the community's cancer patients.

The four-day event, held Dec.1, 2007,
raised over $85,000 with Maple Leaf

Consumer Foods hosting family night.
Our mascot, Juicy Jumbo, strolled
through the auditorium, and Diane
Lecour, MLCF sales representative and I

passed out goodies to the guests. I would
like to thank the Loblaw team, who
supported me loo percent, the various
marketing groups for providing
coupons, Sebastian Comella and his
team from Canada Bread, Bev Gaudet,
Brad Walden, Diane Lecour and Stephen
MCLean, Territory Manager from
Canada Bread.



Credit Valley  Hospital  campaign  comes to a  close
BY      ANDREA      NISBET,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      Fool)S

In June 2002, Maple Leaf Foods made a
five-year commitment to Credit Valley
Hospital in Mississauga, Ontario to help
with their $50-million fundraising
campaign. The hospital has been
designated as a Regional Centre of
Excellence in Oncology, Renal Dialysis,
Maternal and Child Health, and
Genetics. The five-year commitment
involved an annual corporate donation
of $10,000, an employee fundraising
component and a corporate matching
donation for any funds raised by
employees.

Numerous events have been held across
Maple Leaf IOCs in the Greater Toronto,
Mississauga and Oakville areas in
support of this worthy cause. Our five-

®

in

year commitment came to a close at the
end of 2007 with a total of $79,822.56
raised by the employees.

Including corporate matching and
annual donations, this brought the
campaign's overall grand total to an
astonishing $200,368.07. Thanks to
everyone who donated their time, talent
and money over the years!

C  R  E  D  I  T  I VA  L  L  E  Y
THE    CREDIT   VALLEY   HOSPITAL   FOUNDATION

Oakville  makes Christmas wishes come true
BY      STEPHANIE      ROWSELL,      MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH      FOODS

The Social Committee at Maple Leaf
Consumer Foods in Oakville, Ontario
held a SI Jeans Day fundraiser on
Fridays for the Chum City Christmas
Wish last year, raising close to $4,600.
Committee members, including Dave
Wood, Amarjit Kalsi, Chris Lloyd,
Katrina Small, Kate Simmie, Daniel
Moro, Tim Ray and Stephanie Rowsell,
spent days purchasing truckloads of gifts
for the children.

The fundraiser wrapped up with a
holiday potluck luncheon, which was
enjoyed by over 140 participants, and
any leftover food was donated to a local
shelter, The Lighthouse. Thank you to
everyone who participated in the Chum
City Christmas Wish initiative!

Oakville's Jeans Day fundraiseT raised money to buy gifts for children through the Chum City
Christmas Wish.
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Bread,  Meat and  Fire
battle  hunger
BY      KEITH      MULLER,

MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

In a show of great teamwork and compassion, Canada Bread
in Langley, Maple Leaf Consumer Foods in Surrey and the
Surrey Fire Department came together to raise funds for the
Surrey Food Bank in British Columbia. Hot dog buns
donated by Canada Bread and wieners donated by Maple
Leaf Consumer Foods were provided to the Surrey Fire
Department Charities BBQ. Funds that were raised went to
the food bank, which provides food to the underprivileged,
the homeless and the less fortunate in the community. We're
very proud of ourselves and thankful to be able to make a
difference in the lives of others. A very big thank you goes to
John Penner, Vicky Sand ford and Scott Barker of Canada
Bread Langley and to John Wenneman and Karl Unger of
Maple Leaf Consumer Foods Surrey.

Shown are (left) Keith Muller, Maple Leaf ConstJmer Foods and Surrey Fire
Department, and Karl Unger, Maple Leaf Consumer Foods.

Teaming  up for  Roger's  House
BY      MARK      HOCEVAR,      MAPLE      LEAF      €ONSUIVIER      FOODS

Shown are: (L-R) Leo Ivlartel, Steve Kiss (Loblaws #1114 Meat Manager), Nick Platana (Asst. Meat Manager)
and Mark Hocevar.
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Mark Hocevar, Retail Customer
Representative, and Leo Martel, Retail
Customer Representative, teamed up
with Loblaws and the Ottawa Senators
Foundation to raise money for Roger's
House. Roger's House is a centre that

provides pediatric, palliative and respite
care for terminally ill children and their
families in Ottawa, Ontario.

Mark and Leo selected eight Loblaws
stores in the Ottawa and surrounding
area to host barbecues. They cooked hot
dogs and accepted donations for Roger's
House at all eight events. The Ottawa
Senators Foundation donated eight
autographed Mike Fisher pictures that
were raffled off at each event. Shirene
Graham of Carp, Ontario was the lucky
winner of the grand prize draw, a pair of
Ottawa Senators tickets donated by
Maple Leaf Consumer Foods. Mark and
Leo raised a grand total of $3,500 for
Roger's House.



Hamilton  vs.  Brantford  in  `Biggest  Loser'  battle
BY      MARIA      CLARK,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

The  MLCF  Hamilton
and Brantford  plants
engaged  in  friendly
competition at the end
of 2007 by challenging
each other to see
which  plant would be
named  "the Biggest
Loser!„

Held over a  10-week period, the
challenge involved 29

salaried staff from both plants who

participated in a wide range of diets
ranging from the South Beach diet to
Weight Watchers to just a simple diet
of portion control. Each team held
weekly weigh-ins and charted losses
and gains. The plants held meetings to
discuss diet challenges and  recipes, and

provide some good old  inspiration.
This was a great team-building exercise
that pulled everyone closer together.

After 10 weeks, the Brantford plant
was declared the Biggest Loser with a
total percentage weight loss of 6.4

percent or a staggering 251  pounds
versus Hamilton's weight loss of two

percent or 36 pounds!  Individual
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The Brantford team earned the "Biggest Loser" title with a total weight loss of 251  pounds.

winners for "most pounds lost" were
Kyle  Balloch from  Hamilton and  Roch

Homier from Brantford.

"Most percentage of pounds lost"

went to Josie Aubert from Hamilton
and again  Roch  Homier from
Brantford. The winners shared the
collections from the participant fee
and, as a friendly wager, the Hamilton

plant is
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contributing toward a victory lunch for
the Brantford plant.

The 10 weeks were a blast for all
involved. Hamilton may not have been
named  "the Biggest Loser", but more
importantly, both plants had each
other's support and it truly showed
how much more successful we can be
as a team,  big or small!
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The  man  behind  the  Frozen   Bakerv  teamJ
BY      CHERYL      LONG,       EDITOR-IN-CIIIEF

It's  not just one  man or
one woman, but the
team as a whole that
makes  the  difference.

First' surround yourself with
team  players, says Real

Menard,  President of Maple Leaf Frozen
Bakery (MLFB).  Next,  he relies on  his

wealth of business experiences on both
a national and international level to
help coach and  lead his people.
Fostering stability within the team,
challenging everyone to find the best
ideas and solutions, and offering
individual guidance creates a supportive
environment that's geared towards
success for the Company and its people.

`'1  learned very rapidly that people

make the difference in business,"  he
explained.  ''You must have the best

people working with you with top
talent and diversity, which allows

people to be complementary to one
another. This is the key to success."

Residence: Laval, Quebec

Family: Wife Lucie Chass6,  Director,
Accounts Receivable for I.D.  Foods;
daughter Nadine Menard, 38, who has
her own French/English translation
business; son  Dominique Menard, 31,
computer analyst for the Quebec
Liquor Board

Favourite pastimes: Skiing, visiting
Lucie's family near Quebec City (I
learned how to make maple syrup),
travelling, golf, enjoying dinners at
home with family and friends,
spending weekends in the Laurentians.
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Real Menard and wife Lucie Chasse love to travel and visited Moscow during one of their vacations.

Real joined the organization in 2001
when Maple Leaf Foods purchased

Quebec-based  Multi-Marques (MMl). At
the time, he held the position of Vice-
President Operations,  Logistics and
Purchasing for Multi-Marques and, with

the acquisition, stepped into the role of
Vice President & General  Manager,

Favorite vacation destination? Lucie
and I  love travelling. We have been
very fortunate over the years as we
have visited many countries in Europe,
South America, the Caribbean and
many U.S. cities. So far, our favourite
destination has been Italy.

Favourite movies: Schindler's List

(Steven Spielberg) and La Vita a Bella
(Roberto Benigni)

Favourite book: I love reading
biographies.  I was very impressed
Napoleon and  Leonardo Da Vinci.
learned a lot from their leadership and
creativity.

Canada Bread, for the Quebec, Atlantic
and  U.S. export markets.

'`When  Multi-Marques was acquired  by

Maple Leaf,  Michael  Mccain said to all

MMl management employees, 'We are
not the conqueror that will take over

Profile -conf;.nued on page 29

Favorite musical group: Beatles and
Rolling Stones

Favourite childhood memory: Going to
our summer cottage each year,
spending time with my friends,

practicing sports,  listening to music
around the bonfire.

Favourite Maple Leaf product: Maple
Leaf Prime Chicken (basic product but
love it!)

lf you could choose one new place to
visit, where would it be? China



How smart  is your sandwich?
BY      PATRICK      GIVELAS,      CANADA      BREAD      COMPANY      LIMITED

Canada Bread  Fresh  is very

excited to announce
the next phase in the SmartTM
evolution:  SmartTM  100%  Whole Grain

Wheat, the first whole wheat bread
designed specifically for kids.  Launched

in April 2008, our new product delivers
the same great taste as the current
SmartTM products but with the added
benefit of 100% whole grains.

Utilizing Canadian white wheat flour,
the Product Development team at
Canada Bread Fresh has been able to
create a product that provides the
nutritional  benefits of 100% whole

grains. At the same time, SmartTM  |00%
Whole Grain Wheat delivers the taste,
texture and colour of white bread
loved by kids, moms and dads
everywhere.

We are so confident that Canadian
families will  love new SmartTM  |00%

Whole Grain Wheat that we will be
offering a money-back guarantee for

consumers who are not 100-percent
satisfied !

But a big question still  remains: how do
we get kids engaged in a bread launch?
The answer: give them something to

get excited about!  Introducing... the
new icon of the SmartTM brand  ...

SMARTMAN!  His  mission  is simple:

bring great taste and whole grain
nutrition to families everywhere.

Plans for the launch of SmartTM  |00%
Whole Grain Wheat and SMARTMAN

included a very entertaining national
television advertising campaign
launched  in April. Our creative team

has also been able to leverage
SMARTMAN to produce some of the
most dynamic POS material ever seen  in
the commercial  bread category.  Finally,
SMARTMAN and the SmartTM family of

products will be showcased on a fun,
interactive website promoting the
health benefits and great taste of the
SmartTM brand.

Look for SmartTM  100% Whole Grain
Wheat and SMARTMAN in stores
everywhere in April.

Profile -conft.nued from page 28

the business; we are acquiring an
excellent business and we look for\rvard
to our association. The Multi-Marques

people will have a place at Maple Leaf.'

''At that time, we did not know how

strong the MLF Values were and how
much Michael meant what he said. We
attended FOUNDATION at lvey and very
rapidly we found out the Values at
Maple Leaf is the way the business is
run and people must live the Values
every day. From this point on, we truly
became Maple Leaf employees and we
were proud to be part of the family."

That same sense of pride extends to
other moments throughout R6al's
career.

''ln 2007,I joined  MLFB and we had

major challenges. The executive team at
MLFB went through some major

positive changes on an  EBT level as well
as a team. I am very proud to be
working with this team,"  he said.

Earlier,  in 2002 with  Multi-Marques,

Real and his team rallied through a five-
month strike while maintaining high
levels of customer service and avoiding

product disruption, Again, this would
have been impossible without a strong
team, he explained.

''But my proudest career moment is

when the people that I work with get

promoted for their efforts and skills,"
he added.

ln the past, MLFB has been perceived as
a price player in the market place.
Future plans will see the IOC's

transactional  relationships with
customers evolve into strategic

partnerships.

''We will focus on service and

innovation, along with consistent

product quality, to enhance customer
value,"  Real  explained.  `'We will

continue improving  profitability by
focusing on core growth and higher
margin product categories, reducing
costs, developing the best talent, and
creating the base for market leadership
and sustainable growth in the North
American frozen bakery industry."

MapleLe"oods|lssue"%
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i Maple  Syrup:  a  versatile  ingredient
ARTICLE      BY      JANE      LA      ROQUE      AND      RECIPES      BY      CHRISTINE      CHAMBERLAIN

marks the coming of
spring.  In some areas,

flowers are already beginning to bud,
introducing bright colours and sweet
fragrances. But in the more northern
climes, the snow is just melting and the
sweet fragrance of maple syrup

production takes the place of early
flowers.

Maple syrup originated in  North
America. With the correct weather
conditions, maple syrup can be made
anywhere maple trees grow -perhaps
even your own backyard.   Both the
sugar maple (Acer saccharum) and the
black maple (Acer nigrum) are excellent
for making maple syrup because of the
high sugar content in their sap.

Canada makes more than 80 percent of
the world's maple syrup,  mainly in

Quebec with smaller amounts produced
in Ontario, Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick. Vermont is the largest

producer in the U.S., followed by
Maine, New York, Ohio and a few other
states, which produce smaller

quantities.  Maple syrup production
takes place in  February,  March and
April depending on weather conditions.
Warm days followed by freezing nights
induce sap flow. The change in
temperature causes water to be taken
from the soil and the warmer
temperatures create pressure. This,
along with gravity, causes sap to flow
out of tapholes or other openings in
the stem or branches.

Native Americans were the first to
recognize the sap as a source of energy.
V-shaped incisions were made in the
trees and reeds or pieces of bark were
inserted to run the sap into buckets
make from  birch  bark. With the arrival
of Europeans came wooden buckets
and iron and copper kettles to boil and
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concentrate the raw syrup. By the 17th
and  18th centuries,  maple syrup was a
major source of high quality pure sugar.
It was a common product and of major
importance as other types of sugar
were both rare and expensive.

Production methods have been
streamlined since the early days, first by
using metal buckets hung on metal
''taps"  placed in trees which were

gathered daily, to tubing systems that
brought the sap directly from the tree
to the evaporator house. While

production methods have become more
sophisticated, the product itself remains
virtually unchanged. The sap must be
collected  and distilled  carefully,  leaving

the sweet, pure syrup, completely
without any chemical agents or

preservatives. It takes about 40 years
before a tree can be tapped and one
tree can continue to produce sap for a
century!

lt takes an enormous amount of raw
sap to make maple syrup,  In fact,  it will
take about 40 litres (or gallons) of raw
maple water to produce one litre (or

gallon) of maple syrup.   For an even
sweeter treat, maple syrup can be
boiled down further to produce maple
cream, sugar and candy.

If it's not maple syrup candy you're
craving, there are many ways of
incorporating the sweet syrup into food
other than just as a topping for

pancakes and waffles. Try using  maple
syrup as a sweetener in baking, added
to coffee or in place of molasses in
barbecue sauces. Maple syrup makes a
wonderful glaze for spring vegetables
and enhances chicken wonderfully as

you will see in the accompanying
recipes.

Stuffed Chicken Breasts with  Maple
Syrup and Goat Cheese

4 skinless,  boneless  Maple  Leaf Prime  Chicken  Breasts

4 oz goat cheese, softened at room temperature

2 tb§p fresh  oregano, finely  chopped

2 tbsp fresh  thyme, finely chopped

4 tsp  maple  syrup

Juice  of  1  lemon

Salt and  pepper

2  tsp  oil

Preheat oven to 425°F. Place the chicken breasts
on a cutting board. Cut a pocket into the side of
each breast,  being careful not to cut all the way
through. In a small bowl, combine the goat
cheese, herbs and half the maple syrup.

Using a small spoon, fill the pocket in each

chicken breast with the goat cheese mixture. Do
not overfill.  Drizzle the oil  in a small  baking

dish.  place the prepared chicken  breasts in the
baking dish.  Pour the remaining  maple syrup

over the chicken  breasts.  Drizzle  lemon juice on

top and season with salt and pepper.
Cover with foil wrap and place in preheated
oven.  Bake for 40 minutes, removing the foil
wrap for the last 10 minutes of cooking. Serve
with your favourite salad or vegetable dish.

Maple Mustard Barbecued Pork Chops

1/2  cup  maple  syrup

4.tbsp  grainy  Dijon  mustard

1/4  oiip apple  cider

1  small  onion,  finely  Chopped

2 tsp  ground  cumin

8  Maple  Leaf pork chops

Salt and  pepper

Preheat oven to 350°F.  In a small saucepan,

combine maple syrup, mustard, apple cider,
onion and cumin. Cook over medium heat, until
sauce begins to thicken,  approx.  5 minutes.
Place pork chops on a cutting board. Season
with salt and pepper. Brush thickened barbecue
sauce on each pork chop. Transfer to a baking
sheet lined with foil wrap. Bake in preheated
oven for 30-35 minutes, depending on size of

pork chops.

Serve with baked apples and coleslaw or

potato gratin.
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Eating  better  is  now a  piece  of  oake!
BY      CHANTAL      PELLETIER,      CANAI)A      BREAl)      COMPANY      LIMITED

This
spring,  CBCL Fresh will  be

launching  new SmartTM

Cupcakes in Ontario, Quebec and the
Atlantic. The objective is to extend the
very successful SmartTM brand into the

snack cakes category.

SmartTM Cupcakes provide a  '`trade up"

opportunity by offering consumers a
''better for you'', great-tasting cup cake

and by offering our customers
improved category profitability.

These cakes offer a healthier alternative
to the market leader by combining the
taste and texture consumers like with

the added benefit of whole grains
hidden  inside.  Each  SmartTM Cupcake

portion is a source of fibre, a source of
calcium, contains no trans fat and
contains whole grains. And best of all,
they are yummy, so the consumer
makes no sacrifice at all.

On April 21, we launched two varieties
-Chocolate and Vanilla -under the

SmartTM name. The launch  is being

supported with POS, coupons and direct
mail.

Eating better. It's a piece of cake!

IJc" a\railable in tlie cake 5ectian.

What are the  real  games  of summer?
BY      SHERRIE      CLARK,      CANADA

BREAD      COMPANY      LIMITED      AND

KIM      BARHAM,      MAPLE      LEAF

CONSUMER      FOODS

When the weather starts to get
warm, the media will be

dominated by news of the 2008 Beijing
Summer Olympics.  Elite athletes will  be

vying for gold on the world stage.

A little closer to home, everyday
Canadians like you and  me will  be
competing for bragging rights in the
`'Real Games of Summer''.   You  know -

those kooky contests, crazy activities,
hilarious events and fun food occasions
that we love to cook up with our friends
and family on a warm summer day.  From
sack races, wienie roasting and
horseshoes to water balloon tosses, there
are many great games that we compete
in during family picnics, at the campsite

or cottage, and in our backyards!

ln  May, Canada  Bread and  Maple Leaf
will team up nationally for the first time
to celebrate the `'Real Games of
Summer". This  16-week program will

encourage more of the occasions where
fun foods like hot dogs and hamburgers
bring family and friends together. The
''Real  Games of Summer"  is a multi-

faceted promotion that is sure to grab
consumers, whether they are shopping in
the store, watching TV, surfing online or

casually reading our Guide to the Games
of Summer that is loaded with great
summer fun tips and a money-saving
COupon.

By purchasing two of any participating
Canada Bread hot dog or hamburger
buns and/or Maple Leaf hot dog

products, consumers can enter for a
chance to win one of four Games of
Summer Parties worth  $10,000! This
amazing  prize pack includes a patio set,
hot tub, barbecue and catering service for
up to 25 of your friends and family
members!

So get out there and celebrate your ''Real
Games of Summer''.   Look for ''Celebrate
the Real Games of Summer"  in stores or
visit www.realgamesofsummer.ca. Let the

games begin!

MapleLea"oods|ls"e39%



Canada  Bread  Fresh  Bakery Quebec
25 Years

Jacques Deschenes         Michel Drouin                    Pierre Ferrand                   Michel Nicole
Sales Manager                 Dough and Yeast             Production supervisor   Shipper/Receiver

Jacques paradis              Joel carob
Production supervisor   Panner Attendant

Cap-de-la-Madeleino,    Atteiidant                            Dandurand, QC                 Cap-de-Ia-Madeleine,     Viau, QC                               L6vis, QC
OC                                       St-come, QC                                                                 OC

Not pictured
Sy[vain Desmarteau
Production Attendant
Laval, OC

Louise Ladouceur
Wrapper
Laval, QC

Jacques Poulin
Wrapper
Laval, QC

30 Years

Jean-Louis Bolduc     Rene Gaumond          Rachel Gfegoire         Mario Lachance         Jose De sousa
Loading checker       Shipper                         General Help               Sanitation atten-       Thriftstore clerk
St-come, QC               L6vis, OC                      Quebec, OC                 dant st-C6me, OC     Joliette, QC

Not pictured
Jean-Claude Landry, Driver, Jean-Marchand, QC; Serge ltobert, Accounting manager,
Laval, QC: Pierre Ruel. Driver, Jean-Marchand, OC

Richard Dupont          Gaston Lajoie              Jacques Lemieux
Shipper/Receiver      Rotation worker        Shipper
Jean-IV]archand, QC   Levis, QC                        Beauport, QC

Not pictured
Yvon Leduc, F{eceiver/Safety attendant, Laval, OC

Larsen  Packers
Limited
Berwick,
Nova  Scotia
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Avery Mapplebeck
Production

David Morgan
Production

Gary Bennett
Production



Canada  Bread
wins 2007
United  Way
Spirit award
BY      MICHAEL      PONTER,

CANADA      BREAD      COMPANY

LIMITED

Mix a whole lot of community
mindedness with a little bit of fun and
what do you get? The Canada Bread
2007 United Way campaign. Last year's
national campaign was a resounding
success, culminating in a $472,280
donation. Furthermore, the Ontario
campaign won the Spirit Award for
Leadership Giving from the United Way.

It was a record-breaking year for
employee participation at Canada
Bread. We had a better than ever turnout
at the Scotiabank 5km Rat Race, the
Community Volunteer Day and CN
Tower Stair Climb. In addition, the
number of Leadership Donors (annual
donation of $1,000+) increased in
Ontario from 35 in 2006 to 44 last year!

Chrissy the Dempster'sCR) counting dog asks, "Do I have to count the $472K in donations?"

There was a little bit of fun mixed into
last year's campaign too. It all started
with Canada Bread's Got Talent, which
showcased everything from singing to
spelling to a counting dog. Clearly there
were some budding stars as the
audience roared with appreciation from
start to finish. The fun continued with a
silent auction featuring generously

donated items, a random draw hockey
pool and an office mini putt tournament
with the winning team being presented
the coveted Canada Bread Masters' Cup.

Thanks to all those who volunteered to
make the 2007 campaign a resounding
success.

Meadowvale collects shoeboxes for the  holidays
BY      BETH      DELloN,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

The Meadowvale Social Committee at
Maple Leaf Consumer Foods in
Mississauga, Ontario coordinated a
holiday shoebox collection last year.
Employees were invited to purchase
needed items and wrap them in festive
shoeboxes for children under 16. Almost
200 shoeboxes of all shapes and sizes
were donated!

The shoeboxes were then donated to the
Holiday Gift Program, which is run by
the Ontario Works Program through
Peel Region Family Services. The gifts
are distributed to local families who are Festive shoeboxes are piled up under the tree at

Meadowvale.

currently living in subsidized housing,
have subsidized income and/or are
receiving welfare. The families are
interviewed to determine their needs
and then the shoeboxes are matched up
to the families and delivered in time for
Christmas.

The former Burlington, Ontario office
used to participate in this event and it
was suggested that the tradition be
carried on at Meadowvale. This initiative
was a great success. This year, let's try to
bury the whole tree!

MapleLeafFoods|lssu"9%



Record  day for  Roanoke  Distribution
The shipping and Distribution                              Production. The total cases handled that
departments at Maple Leaf Frozen Bakery          day were 94,634 and the cases per labor
in Roanoke, Virginia had a record day for
cases shipped and received in a 24-hour

period.

On Jam. 10, Roanoke shipped 56,082 cases,
received 7,979 cases from sister facilities
and received 30,573 cases in from

hour totalled 300. The amount of effort
and team work shown by all three shifts
that day is remarkable. This took place
without any safety issues, customer
complaints or transportation delays.
Congratulations to the Roanoke team!

Shown are team members from the three shifts that make up the Sliipping and Dlstribution departments,
all of whom contributed to an outstanding accomplishment.

'Tis the season

The Maple Leaf Consumer Foods plant
in North Battle ford, Saskatchewan
raised money to adopt families for
Christmas through our local
``Employee Stocking Fund". Salaried

employees formed teams and some
friendly competition developed
between the maintenance and
production teams. We held weekly
50/50 draws and had each team sell
tickets to all of the plant employees.

We raised a total of Sl,500.
Maintenance ended up raising more
money than production, which meant
the production team had to wear shirts
declaring their affection towards the
maintenance team.

Production Manager Kevin Angle (left) and
Senior Supervisor Tom EIliot declare their
affection for the maintenance team.
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Touring  Brandon's
pork  plant
On Nov. 30, 2007, two important visitors toured the Maple Leaf
Foods pork plant in Brandon, Manitoba. Hon. Gerry Ritz,
Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food and Hon. Vic Toews,
President of the Treasury Board, took a firsthand look at
the facility.
Participating in the tour were: (I-R) Dr. Yvette Neumier, Veterinarian in Charge,
Canadian Food Inspection Agency; Rory MCAlpine, Vice President, Government
and Industry Relations, Maple Leaf Foods; Gary Stott, Senior Di.ector
Government and Industry Relations, Maple leaf Foods; Minister Toews;
Minister Ritz; Brian Lemon, Regional Director for Manitoba, Agricultu.e and
Agri-Food Canada; and Dan Lenton, Senior General Supervisor, Maple Leaf
Foods Biandon. Kneeling in front is Dustin Pike, Assistant to Ivlinister Ritz.



Six  Sigma  tool  is  extremely  useful!
BY      KEN      DROUILLARD,      CANAI)A      BREAD      COMPANY      LIMITED

Just shy of his Green
Belt Certification,  Ken

Drouillard of Canada
Bread  Fresh Bakery in

Langley,  B.C.  is finding

huge value in utilizing
\   Six Sigma tools on a

I  day-to-day basis.

ln 2005,  I  led a project that brought the
first Standards of Operations Manual

(SOP Manual) to Western Canadian
franchisees. This involved many moving

pieces, the largest being to determine
the key stakeholders in the
development of the SOP Manual.

Being relatively new to the
organization at that time, it took me
the better part of the year just to
understand the who, what, why, when
and where of the operation. There
were many challenges to this task,
having come from food service
franchising with  no experience in the
bread business. The idea was to gather
and influence the key stakeholders to
develop standard operating procedures,

general policies and any pertinent

information to comprise, publish and
distribute to 234 franchisees in Western
Canada with a very specific timeline
attached.

This is where my learning began -what
a personal nightmare!  Not knowing
who the key contacts were,
understanding all the moving pieces of
the business, trying to influence the
stakeholders to commit to the project
and then providing the necessary
material on deadline was a huge
challenge. In the end, with 90-percent

participation, we created a Standard
Operating Procedures Manual for the
franchisees and  Leadership team.

I  had always considered  myself more
than adequate at project management
and, at that time, had not been
exposed to Six Sigma.  Did  I  learn the
hard way!

I am currently leading a project to
update the Standard Operating
Procedures Manual for Western
Canada.  Before I  began planning  my
attack, I knew the first step was to

complete a detailed Stakeholder's
Analysis. This tool  helped  me to identify

the key stakeholders, whether they
were critical to the success of the

project, which of them would have
issues (time, etc.),  identify their

personal needs, create ideas on how to
influence them, explain to them what
the benefits would be, and determine
ways to engage them in the process.

Through the process, I have found a
way to influence those who may have
initially been non-responsive. This has

opened the door for huge
engagement!  Most stakeholders are
currently revisiting SOPs and GPs for

updating, creating new ones for the
upcoming edition and  nailing down
best practice for the business. They are
embracing this project with tons of
excitement and enthusiasm.

I learned to use the Stakeholders
Analysis at the Six Sigma  Leadership

training course and  I  incorporate it into
my daily and project work.

Bowling with  benefits

On Nov. 21, 2007, members of the Maple Leaf Consumer Foods
Foodservice team in British Columbia bowled in the annual We Care
fundraiser that benefits the British Columbia Lions Society for
Children with Disabilities. The team consisted of: (L-R) Bruce Lowe,
George Sim, Joanna Marconi and Enzo Federici. One hundred
bowlers comprised of Foodservice suppliers and customers gathered
together for a fun-filled, "Lost in Space"-themed afternoon, raising
close to $10,000 for a very worthwhile charity.
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UK  acquires  Dunstable

pastry facility
BY      CAROLINE      MANGHAM,

MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

The rapid growth of Maple Leaf Bakery UK
continues!  On  Nov.14, 2007, we acquired

the Dunstable pastry production facility, formerly a
Bernard  Matthews site. The Dunstable facility allows us
to produce chilled savoury pastries as well as meat and
nut-based products.

The Dunstable site has approximately 80 employees
and is located near Luton airport in southern  England.
Currently, Dunstable produces a wide variety of

products for the Costa Coffee franchises around the
United  Kingdom.

Roanoke  practices
emergency drills
BY      JOSEPH      ADDLESBERGER,

MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

I.,.--,i
e

Inside Engine Room 8, two City
of Roanoke HAZMAT and Fire
Department team members
(right) are guided by a Roanoke
HAZWOPEFt team member (left).

In an ongoing effort to keep
safety a No.1 priority, the
Maple Leaf Frozen Bakery
facility in Roanoke, Virginia

practiced emergency drills
with the City of Roanoke. On
Jam.  12, the facility's
Hazardous Waste Operation
(IIAZWOPER) Team, along
with the Roanoke Fire
Department, Emergency
Medical Services and
Hazardous Material
(HAZMAT) Team, rehearsed
emergency drills for
ammonia release.

Representing the Roanoke plant were Kirk Hargett, Jason
Schillen, Miguel Cisneros, Chris Powell, Jerry Hutchinson,
John Lawson, Tim Westbrook and Joseph Addlesberger.
Safety first!


